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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
On behalf of Lingnan College, I wish to 
express our sincere thanks to Sir Oswald Cheung 
for officiating at the Graduation Ceremony, to Mr. 
Hin-shiu Hung, a member of our Board of Governors, 
for the Bible reading and for leading us in 
prayer, and to the Venerable Shiu-kwai Cheung for 
his benediction. We are also grateful to all the 
other distinguished guests for honouring this 
occasion with their presence.
Allow me to congratulate all the students who 
will be awarded Certificate of Merit. But today 
belongs mainly to our graduates who are receiving 
their Higher and Honours D i p l o m a s . For them this 
is a happy day which marks the successful 
completion of their education at the College. I 
wish them every success in their career and in 
their future studies.
For the College, the occasion marks the 
fulfilment of a major responsibility and the 
beginning of another phase in its educational 
endeavour. I n d e e d , in celebrating our 20th 
Anniversary this year, we look forward to a new 
stage in our development.
Early next month, we shall welcome an 
assessment team from the United Kingdom Council 
for National Academic Awards (CNAA). The College 
is prepared for this assessment exercise.
The last few years have witnessed some 
remarkable achievements and improvements in the 
C o l l e g e . We owe much of this progress to the able 
leadership of the Lingnan Education Organization, 
the Board of Governors and the College Council.
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Much of the credit should also go to all the staff 
and students who have worked hard to enhance the 
quality of teaching and learning in the College.
While the continued subsidy from the Hong 
Kong Government has been the most important factor 
in assuring our steady development in recent 
y e a r s , many of our improvements have been paid for 
by specific grants or donations from private 
sources. We are most grateful for this 
generosity, but we have now reached a stage in our 
development when we should no longer be heavily 
dependent on such gifts. It Is therefore our 
earnest hope that as a result of the assessment by 
the CNAA, we can receive a regular and more 
substantial governmental subsidy through the 
University and Polytechnic Grants Committee.
A major aspect of our development strategy 
will be to abandon Advanced Level Studies so that 
we can concentrate on offering tertiary level 
courses of the highest standard. We will not seek 
to emulate the Universities or the Polytechnics. 
We wish to remain a somewhat compact community of 
learning, where staff and students remain closely 
linked. We consider that Llngnan College will be 
able to play a significant role in producing 
educated leaders, fit to meet the challenges of 
the coming decades.
A PERIOD OF PREPARATION AND CELEBRATION - #
， | s v Bii odw n9bu^ z b o疤
i l n i s s l  bns anldD&sl  lo
The academic year 1986-87 ushers in ia trucial 
period in the history of： development > of . ‘ the 
C o l l e g e . It began with Renewed efforts tia improve 
the College in preparation for itsr institutiona 1 
review by the United K i n gdom C o u n c i l  f o r  Na tional 
Academic Awards (CNAA)， which will take place in 
early December 1 9 8 7 ) 心 1987 also mairksr the 26th 
Anniversary of the ; fo.uiidimg o f  the^ C o l l e g e . 
Throughout the yearj therfe a r ^  activities sotne 
academic and others more ligfet-liearted 'r f o r  the 
celebration of this milestpne with a justifiable 
sense of accomplishment^ b ^ t  withga detfetmination 
to strive for higher d e v e l o p m e n t s ^
Anniversary Activities is given in Appendix 1.
sb x〇ts^ A
b^onsvbA cobafedfi ci sd
The Visitation of Consultants  ̂ >： ^
b^sbnsis .la^rfslri silt Jo 
To be better jtpe^avr^r Scm 3^t i l e C N A A  
institutional review, the College .also lnvi：ted six 
well-known academics ancj^xp蚊球  as G^sultaints to 
visit the College betweeiv 15：.th and 4 9 t h  December 
1986 to give advice for;, furtter improvements s a h d  
development of the . ； College. Con^mlt^nits
consisted of two local m e m b e r s ,： t h e ^ c I t p n l M a r l a  
Wai-chii Tam, O.B.E., J.P. (member of the Education 
Commission, Executive Council and Legislative 
Council) and Prof. Brian Lofts, O.B.E., J.P. 
(Professor of Zoology at the University of Hong 
Kong and member of the Education Commission); two 
academics from the United Kingdom, Prof. David 
Pollard (Professor of Chinese Studies at the 
London School of Oriental and African Studies) and 
Prof. Susan Dev (former Professor of Accounting at 
the London School of Economics); and two academics 
from the Uni ted States, P r o f . Gregory C. Chow
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(Professor of Economics at Princeton University) 
and Dr. William D . Carmichael (former Professor of 
Management, currently V ice-President, Developing 
Country Programme, Ford Foundation).
During their visit, the Consultants examined 
various aspects of the College - including 
c u r r i c u l a , administrative operations and 
facilities. They also held an extensive 
programme of meetings with the President and a 
broad spectrum of the staff and students to have 
discussions on academic and administrative work 
and other areas of the College.
After their visitation, the Consultants 
presented a report to the College, which assesses 
its status and makes recommendations for future 
improvements and development. They were impressed 
by the quality and hard work of the academic and 
administrative staff, which have been responsible 
for great improvements in the College in recent 
y e a r s . They strongly endorsed the plan of the 
College to move away from the current 2.2.1 system 
and concentrate its work on p o s L e v e l  three- 
year Honours Diploma programmes, which are more 
appropriate for a tertiary institution. The 
Consultants were satisfied that the College 
currently possesses the leadership and staff 
necessary for this task. *
Furthermore, the Consultants were satisfied 
that there is a comprehensive network of 
committees dealing with planning, policy-making 
and the supervision of routine operations. 
Tangible evidence of a vigorous planning process 
is provided by the development of new programmes 
in Business Computer Studies, Personnel 
Management, Social S c i e n c e s , the introduction of 
modern elements in the curricula of Chinese 
Literature and History and of English &
A
Translation, and by the phasing out of the Faculty 
of Music.
The Consultants were aware of the sense of 
corporate identity that has been so important 
historically to Lingnan College. In this 
connection, they recognize the value of 
supplementing specialized professional training 
with a general education p r o g r a m m e• This 
programme, principally concerned with the 
humanities, is offered to all students of the 
College. It helps to foster a sense of corporate 
identity, to inculcate moral values and to broaden 
intellectual h o r i z o n s .
The Consultants were very impressed by the 
vitality of student activities undertaken through 
the Students^ Union, departmental societies and 
c l u b s , and found the representatives of the
student body articulate and well-motivated. They 
believe that the establishment of the Student 
Affairs Office has provided a valuable channel of 
communication which the students greatly 
appreciate.
The College staff and students have been 
encouraged by the Consultants’ assessment. In 
response to the recommendations of the
C o n s u ltants, members of the College Academic 
B o a r d , Boards of F a culties, Departmental 
Committees and other pers o n n e l , held extensive 
discussions to propose changes for improvements in 
teaching and administration. The College also 
received full support from the Board of Governors 
and the College Council in implementing the 
proposed changes so as to prepare for the 
forthcoming institutional review by the Council 
for National Academic A w a r d s .
The changes adopted further strengthened the
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Collegers governance and administration, broadened 
the academic p r o g rammes, improved the staff 
establishment, and expanded its facilities.
Acting on a recommendation of the 
C o n s u ltants, the Board of Governors adopted a 
measure that three of its members be appointed 
members of the College Council. These have 
included the Hon. Hon-kwan Cheng, member of the 
Legislative Council and Vice-Chairman of the 
Organizing Committee, the Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology; Dr. the Hon. Kam-fai Ho, 
member of the Legislative Council and Director of 
the Extramural S t u d i e s , The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, and Professor the Hon. Chung-kwong 
Poon, member of the Legislative Council and Dean 
of the Faculty of Science, University of Hong 
Kong. As these new members are familiar with the 
problems of academic institutions, they will 
provide expert guidance when major discussions on 
resources have to be made by the Council.
The Board of Governors has also accepted 
another suggestion of the Consultants and decided 
that the Faculty Deans be appointed full members 
of the College Council, whereas formerly the Deans 
were merely a d v i s e r s . This measure will 
strengthen the links between the Council and the 
Academic Board of the College.
Furthermore, four student: representatives 
have also been appointed as full members of 
Academic Board so that students can participate 
more fully in academic planning.
To reflect the changes in the College 
organization and to implement the Consultants^ 
recommendations, the Board of Governors has also 
revised the College Constitution.
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The Academic Board of the College has 
accepted a suggestion of the Consultants , to 
Introduce Computer Literacy as part of the General 
Education P r o g r a m m e . Subject to availability of 
the necessary teaching manpower and facilities, 
the College programme of Computer Literacy will 
begin in 1988. From 1987-88 onward, individual 
Depart m e n t s , such as the Department of Accountancy 
Studies, will add new courses and restructure the 
programme curricula with the aim to broaden the 
educational base of students.
Adopting another of the Consultants" 
recommendations, the College has also recruited 
senior academics for the Faculty of B u s i n e s s , 
besides adding more staff. Furthermore, it has 
increased the number of staff in individual 







teaching, learning, and 
the College has augmented its 
has added more equipment to the 
including one more microcomputer 
and five hard-disks for the
existing microcomputers for teaching purposes. A 
microcomputer network system and a teaching 
monitoring system have also been approved for 
purchase. Furthermore, the College planned to 
construct another reading room.
All the improvements stated above will 
further the long-term as well as the short-term 
developments of the College.
Future Prospects
With the forthcoming CNAA institutional 
review, the 2 0 th Ann!versary holds a very special
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significance for Lingnaa. If, as a result of this 
review, Lingnan meets with the approval of the 
C N A A , it is hoped that it can join that body of 
tertiary institutions entitled to Government 
funding under the aegis of the University and 
Polytechnic Grants Committee. This will
certainly raise the academic status of the
C o l l e g e . It will then be entitled to more
resources for its further development and for
planning to offer degree c o u r s e s . Lingnan College 




The College has further strengthened its 
staff establishment by new appoi n t m e n t s , including 
the recruitment of several highly-qualified 
academics to join its staff for the academic year 




of the newly recruited staff are as
Dr. Brooke Himsworth, a senior academic from 
Humberside College, U . K . , has joined the College 
to serve as Head of the Department of Computer 
Studies and concurrently as Director of the 
Computer Centre. He has taught courses on the 
theory and applications of computers; has 
developed a degree programme for business studies; 
and has served as Computer Manager. With his 
educational training and exp e r i e n c e , Dr. Himsworth 
is certainly well-suited to provide leadership in 
the further development of the Business Computer 
Studies programme of the Department.
Mr. Henry Steele has rejoined the College to 
serve as Head of the Department of Marketing, a 
post which he assumed from 1982 to 1984. Mr. 
Steele has taught at different Polytechnics and 
has worked in the business sector in the U.K. 
before coming to Hong Kong. He served as Senior 
Lecturer la Marketing and Subject Leader for 
Marketing at the Hong Kong Polytechnic from 1984 
to 1987. His local and overseas experience in 
teaching and administration gives valuable 
perspective In furthering the development of the 
Department.
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Mr. Gaoxing Ji, Director of the Department of 
Asian Studies at the Shanghai Institute for 
International Studies, has been appointed Visiting 
Senior Researcher at the Centre for Asian Pacific 
Studies (CAPS) of our College. He has extensive 
experience in research and administration. He has 
also contributed several articles to scholarly 
jour n a l s . With his background, Mr. Ji will render 
much help in the building up of C A P S .
Dr. Wai-kin Che, who taught at the College 
from 1970 to 1973, has rejoined us to serve as 
Senior Lecturer in Social Sciences. He has taught 
at universities in the United States and in 
Taiwan. Dr. Che has published books on 
The Modern Chinese Family and Juvenile Delinquency 
In a Changing Society In Taiwan. He has also 
contributed several articles to scholarly 
j o u r n a l s .
Dr. Carolyn French has been appointed 
Lecturer in Social Sciences. Besides having 
teaching and research experience at the local and 
overseas institutions of higher education, Dr. 
French also has professional experience in social 
work, having served as Head of Medical Social Work 
Department at the Sydenham Childrens Hospital in 
London and as social worker elsewhere. She has 
published several research reports and articles in 
the fields of sociology and social w'ork.
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APPLICANTS, ENROLMENT, STUDENT 
PERFORMANCE AND GRADUATES
Because of its rising status, the College has 
attracted increasing numbers of applicants for 
admission over the y e a r s . As a result, we are 
able to select students of higher standards for 
admission from a larger pool of a p p l i c a n t s . The 
quality of our students has consequently improved, 
a fact which is effectively demonstrated by the 
increasingly better results obtained by our 
students in public examinations, and by the 
recognition of our graduates received wi thin the 
academic and professional communities.
Applicants for Admission; The numbers of 
applicants for admission to the College since 
1985-86 are as follows: 2539 in 1985-86 
(representing a 29.3% increase over the previous 
year); 3011 for 1986-87 (18.6% increase); and 3367 
for 1987-88 (11.8% increase).
Student Enrolment; Since 1985-86, the 
student enrolments have Increased steadily as 
f o l l o w s : 1296 (415 for A-Level and 881 for 
Diploma Programmes) in 1985-86; 1350 (414 for A- 
Level and 936 for Diploma Programmes) In 1986-87; 
and 1367 (422 for A-Level and 945 for Diploma 
P r o grammes).
P erformance of Year-2 Students In Hong Kong 
Advanced Level Examination: The performance of 
our Year-2 students In the Hong Kong Advanced 
L e w i  Examination has improved over the y e a r s . 
The matriculation rates In 1985 to 1987 are as 
follows: 80.9% in 1985; 83.1% In 1986; and 86.8% 
In 1987.
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Graduates: The number of students graduated 
since 1985-86 for the award of the Higher and 
Honours Diplomas are respectively as f o l lows: 275 
and 137 for 1985-86; 297 and 220 for 1986-87.
A 1985 Higher Diploma graduate, Mr. Po-hing 
Ng, was awarded the Peat Marwick Prize Scholarship 
for the first student in his second year at the 
University of Essex. Another 1983 graduate, Mr. 
Tak-yan Poon, was chosen from 25 Distinguished 
Salesman Awards to receive the 1986 Best 
Presentation Award, a programme organized by the 
Sales Marketing Executive Club under the auspices 
of the Hong Kong Management Association••
Several of our June 1987 graduates have 
gained admission directly to pursue Master^s 
degree programmes at overseas universities: Mr. 
Wing-yin Chan (Economics major) a t  University of 
Victoria (Canada); Mr. Kwok-shan Lam (Economics 
major) at University of South Western Louisana 
(USA); Mr. Chi-sang Mak (Business Computer Studies 
major) at University of York (U.K.); Mr. Kwong- 
chon So (Economics major) at University of 
Stirling (Scotland); Mr. Wai-keung Wang (Chinese 
Literature and History major) at East Asia 
University; Mr. Man-man Yeung (Social Sciences 
major) at Lancaster University (U.K.)•
While some of our graduates pursue further 
studies, others obtain satisfactory placements in 
the job market. The Employment Survey for the 
June 1986 graduates with 93.1% response rate as at 
3lst December 1986 shows the 
Higher Diploma graduates 
education while 9.1% obtained 
information); 1.1% Honours 
pursued further studies while 81.2% 
employment (10.2% no information).
following: 86.2%
continued further 





In 1986-87, the College strengthened various 
areas of academic functions. These included the 
expansion of study pro g r a m m e s , furthering of 
research, publications and staff development, and 
broadening of external relations.
Expansion of Academic Programmes
In recent years, individual Departments have 
Introduced several new study programmes. These 
included the Introduction of the Translation Major 
in 1986; the phasing in *of three interdisciplinary 
Social Sciences major programmes in 1985; and the 
revamping of the teaching programmes to inject 
modern scholarship In Chinese Studies in 1985. 
The Departments have received positive feedback 
from monitoring results and students# responses 
concerning the efficacy of these programmes, both 
from the academic point of view and from the 
perspective of their relevance to the manpower 
needs of the community. At the same time, the 
Departments continue to revise the contents and 
course structures of the academic programmes, and 
to stimulate further developments with the advice 
of the departmental Advisory Boards.
Aside from strengthening established c o u r s e s , 
Departments also have introduced or planned to add 
new courses with the aim to raise the standard and 
to broaden the educational base of students. In 
this r e g a r d , the Academic Board has decided to 
strengthen language training by gradually 
introducing courses in Modern C h i n e s e , Putonghua 
and in English. Furthermore, it has decided that 
"Computer Literacy" will be a requirement in 1988-
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89 for all students, subject to the availability 
of funds.
To provide students with more e l e c t i v e s , the 
General Education Programme in 1986-87 added three 
new additional courses on "Comparative Cultures", 
"Introduction to Logic and Scientific Methods”， 
and "Sci e n c e , Technology and Human Values'*; and 
this year two more courses on "Business Ethics" 
and "Knowledge and Understanding”.
To enhance the academic pro g r a m m e s , the 
Departments have increasingly introduced more 
elective subjects. For example, the Department of 
Accountancy Studies has this year added new 
elective courses on "China Accounting and Legal 
Systems" and on "International Financial 
Management*'.
Furthering of Research, Publication and Staff 
Development
There was a significant growth In research, 
publication and staff development in the academic 
year 1986-87. Under the auspices of the Research, 
Publications and Staff Development Committee, the 
total number of projects approved for funding by 
the College for these undertakings increased to 62 
in 1986-87 from 44 in 1985-86, and 41 in 1984-85.
Research: In 1986-87, the College funded 11 
research projects which included malaly three 
catagories: (1) Those which are rela ted to the 
teaching programmes; (2) those which help to 
enhance or to keep up to date individual staff's 
fields of specializations; (3) those which could 
have scholarly contributions and relevance to the 
needs of the community. For e x a m p l e , all the 
teaching staff of the Department of Accountancy
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Studies have been conducting collectively a 
research project on "A Study of the Compatibility 
of the Practice of Accountancy in Mainland China 
and Hong Kong". This project suits well with the 
Department's current development of new courses on 
"China Accounting and Legal Systems" and 
"International Financial Management". Dr. Yuan 
Yang of the Department of Chinese Literature and 
History is completing a research project on "The 
Distribution of Historical Figures in the Eastern 
Han Dynasty", which contributes to the scholarly 
interpretation of Chinese history during that 
period. A list of research projects approved for 
grants by the College for the academic year 1986- 
87 is given in Appendix 3.
Aside from the research projects funded by 
the College, individual staff also conduct 
research projects with technical assistance from 
the Collegers Research Support Unit. A list of 
research projects assisted by the Research Support 
Unit for 1986-87 is given in Appendix A.
Publications: Under the auspices of the 
Occasional Paper Series Editorial Committee, five 
papers contributed by staff of various Departments 
have been selected for publication for the Series 
for 1986-87, a list of which is given in Appendix 
5.
Staff members also have published books and 
contributed regularly to scholarly and popular 
journals and newspapers. A list of these 
publications for 1986-87 is given in Appendix 6.
Staff Develo p m e n t : The number of staff 
development programmes approved for funding by the 
College increased to 45 in 1986-87 compared with 
35 in 1985-86, and 31 in 1984-85. Out of the 45 
p r o g r a m m e s , 11 were for pursuing further studies
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and short courses; seven for organizing 
conferences/seminars; and 27 for attending 
conferences/seminars•
A new additional feature to the staff 
development programmes is the establishment in 
April 1987 of the Staff Induction and Training 
Sub-committee under the Research, Publications and 
Staff Development Committee. The objective of 
this Sub-committee is to promote staff development 
pro g r a m m e s , in-house training and induction for 
new staff, and to make proposals thereon. It 
organized the first Staff Induction Programme on 
7th September this year. This programme 
introduced the history, institutional g o a l s , 
organizational structures and the operation of the 
administrative units and educational support 
units, as well as activities of the Staff Club. 
Staff members who participated, both new and old, 
found the Induction Programme useful and 
enjoyable.
To develop or reinforce the level of 
expertise within the existing staff so as to 
support the further development of academic 
pro g r a m m e s , the College puts emphasis on funding 
staff projects for further studies. In 1986-87, 
the College gave financial assistance to Mr. Che- 
bun Cheng, Lecturer in Chinese, to continue his 
Ph.D. Studies at The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong; to Mr. To-yee Cheng, Assistant Lecturer in 
Accountancy Studies, to pursue his Mas ter of 
Business Administration with the Henley Distance 
Learning/Brunel University/City Polytechnic of 
Hong Kong; and Mr. Eddy K.L. Fung, Lecturer in 
Social Sciences, to complete his Ph.D. studies at 
the University of Reading. The College also 
funded academic and administrative staff to take 
short courses for the purpose of extending their 
professional growth and development. A list of
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Staff Development Programme approved for funding 
for 1986-87 is given in Appendix 7.
In celebration of the 20th Anniversary of the 
College, there was an upsurge of conferences/ 
seminars/symposium organized by the various units 
of the College during 1986-87. Most of these were 
funded by the College while others received 
funding from overseas and local organizations. 
Three international conferences drew the 
participation of scholars and experts from far and 
near. The Centre for Asian Pacific Studies 
organized an international workshop on "The State 
of East and Southeast Asian Studies in C h i n a , 
Singapore and Hong Kong Since 1979" on 3rd-5th 
March 1987, and an international symposium on "The 
Emerging Relations Between China and Southeast 
Asia: Limitations and Opportunities" on 3rd-5th 
June 1987. The Department of Chinese Literature 
and History organized an international conference 
on "Creative Writing and Writing Skills'* on 17th- 
18th August 1987. These have made significant 
impacts upon the academic and professional 
communities in the relevant field. There were 
other conferences/seminars organized by the other 
units which have also benefited our own s t a f f , 
students and outside partic i p a n t s . A list of the 
conferences/seminars funded by the College is 
given in Appendix 8.
Staff members take a keen interest to keep up 
with the frontier of knowledge in their 
specialized or related fields, through 
presentation of conference papers and attendance 
at overseas and local conferences/ seminars. For 
e x a m p l e , Dr. Po-keung Ip, Lecturer in General 
Education, presented a paper on ’Principle and 
Education Effectiveness" at the III annual meeting 
of the Hong Kong Education Research Association on 
22nd November 1986; Dr. Frances F.W. Lai presented
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a commentary on "UNESCO^ s Role in the 
Implementation of the U.N. Convention on the Law 
of the Sea" at the Conference on "Ocean 
Development and Management in Southeast A s i a : 
Prospects for Implementation of the U.N. 
Convention on the Law of the S e a” organized by The 
Southeast Asian Project on Ocean Law, Policy and 
Management Programme (SEA P O L ) , Institute of Asian 
Studies, Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok in 
April 1987. Mr. Alfred C.Y. Siu, Lecturer in 
Marketing, presented a paper on "The Impact of the 
International Factor Movement of Labour on the 
Economic Development of Hong Kong" at the 
Conference on "Asia- Pacific Perspectives in 
International Business’, organized by Universiti 
Pertanian Malaysia and Academy of International 
Business held on 2 7 th-29th August 1 9 8 7 . #  A list of 
the conferences/seminars attended by the College 
staff is given in Appendix 9.
Broadening of External Relations
The College has a formal agreement of
cooperation with the United States International 
University (USIU) in San Diego, which entails the 
use of facilities of Lingnan College in the 
evenings and on weekends by USIU to conduct 
courses leading to bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees; limited academic exchanges between the 
two institutions, and the provision of four USIU 
scholarships to Lingnan staff and students. The 
President of USIU, Dr. William Rust, and the Vice- 
President, Dr. Nelson Nee, and the Director of the 
USIU Programme at Lingnan College, Dr. D e M e y e r , 
visited the College In August 1987 , to make 
preparations for the operation of cooperative 
programmes which will take place in early 1988.
The College seeks to broaden overseas
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relations while maintaining ties with universities 
in China - such as Zhongshan University and 
Shanghai University with which the College has 
established exchange p r o g rammes. The College also 
has established academic exchanges with the Harbin 
Shipbuilding Engineering Institute. From 10th to 
17th November 1986, three senior members of the 
Institute, Prof. San-rui Deng (Director), Prof. 
Guo-hua Zhang (Chairman of the Department of 
Management) and Prof, Wu-de Xu visited the College 
to discuss with the President and other staff 
members about exchange activities be tween the two 
institutions. Prof. Zhang delivered a talk on 
"Management Education at Some of the Tertiary 
Institutions in China" to the College staff and 
students. For two weeks In July and August 1987, 
two lecturers from the Collegers Department of 
Management, Miss Eva Khong and Mr. Paul W.K. Ng 
delivered lectures on Management and Managerial 
Economics at the Harbin Institute. Planning for 
further exchanges is underway be tween the two 
institutions.
The College also maintains close links with 
other Asian institutions of higher learning 
through its membership with the Association of 
Christian Universities and Colleges in Asia 
(ACUCA)• Members of the College staff have 
participated in conferences organized by the 
Association. The President has been invited to 
present a paper on "Christian Higher Education in 
the Asian Pacific Region in the 21st Century" in 
the workshop on "The Role of Christian Higher 
Education in Asia; Looking Towards A.D. 2000" in 
late November 1987.
Mr. Alan F. Fox, Course Director for Master^s 
Programme in Accounting and Finance at the 
University of Stirling, Scotland, visited the 
College on 3rd June 1987. As a result of his
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visit and having studied the Collegers course 
syllabi for Accountancy Studies, he recommended to 
the university authorities that Ltngnan Collegers 
Honours Diploma in Accountancy be regarded as 
meeting entry requirements to their M.Sc. 
Programme in Accounting and Finance.
Increasingly, there are more overseas 
institutions of higher learning which accept 
Lingnan^s Honours Diploma graduates directly into 
their Master^s Programmes for further studies, 
such as Lancaster University and University of 
York in the United Kingdom, and Northeastern 
University and University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
Wis. in the United States. Furthermore, there are 
now about 160 universities and collects in the 
United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand and France that have 





Department of Chinese Literature and History
Major Developments: For the year 1986- 87,
the Department implemented the reformed curriculum 
which allowed students to take a limited number of 
elective courses within the Chinese Department and 
from other Departments, thus removed some of its 
traditional rigidity. The Department also 
continued to make attempts to encourage its staff 
to guard against the traditional cramming method 
in teaching, but to introduce modern scholarship 
and various viewpoints in interpreting the 
content materials.
It is gratifying to note that improvement in 
the quality of tutorials has been made as both 
teachers and students are increasingly convinced 
of the value of group discussion and free exchange 
of views among students and between students and 
teachers. The Department will continue its 
efforts to promote this method of instruction, as 
it helps our students to overcome reticence and 
also to develop independent thinking.
With the phasing out of the old teaching 
programme and the phasing in of the new, the 
Department fortunately, did not encounter too many 
problems in staff matters, for most teachers have 
embraced the spirit of reform and adapted well in 
introducing new contents to old c o u r s e s ,
The new course "Modern Literature in Chinese" 
was well received. It was the first of Its kind 
ever offered in the academic community. Tt
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examines literary figures, trends and achievements 
in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Southeast Asia as well as 
North America and mainland C h i n a .
To promote research and share research 
results obtained by individual teachers, the staff 
decided to initiate a series of colloquia within 
the Department starting from the second term. 
They consisted of presentations by teachers 
followed by discussions by both staff and 
students. The topics were related to the teaching 
and research of the speakers concerned. Two 
colloquia had been held, which proved to be quite 
successful and stimulating. As a result, it was 
anticipated that more colloquia woul(^ be planned 
for the next academic year. They would perhaps 
develop into more formal meetings in the future, 
involving staff of other Departments and even 
scholars from other institutions.
A conference on the Teaching of Creative 
Writing and Writing Skills In Chinese was held 
from 17th to 18th August on the campus. It was 
the first of Its kind ever attempted in Hong Kong 
and in the region. Participants came from China, 
the Philippines, South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan as 
well as Hong Kong numbering over forty people, and 
twenty-four papers were presented. All agreed 
that the meeting was a success.
Since Hong Kong occupies an academically 
strategic position in East and Southeast Asia in 
the context of Chinese literary and historical 
studies, the Department will endeavour to 
organize more conferences in the future depending 
on the availability of funds.
As a general practice of the Department, 
scholars from other Institutions or writers are 
invited to give lectures for the academic
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enrichment of both staff and students. In the 
academic year 1986-87 two local scholars aad 
another one from China gave talks on creative 
writing and translation respectively. Adequate 
funds permitting, invitations may also be extended 
to Taiwan and other territories.
As a gesture to appreciate the warm
relationship between staff and students in the 
Department, the teachers established a scholarship 
of about $1,000 to be awarded to a student who has 
achieved the highest academic results for the year 
1986. It was anticipated that such an award would 
be an annual event.
Staff Activities; Staff of the Department 
participates actively in student activities. This 
has contributed to the remarkable success of the 
students' extra-curricular activities in the year 
1986. The staff also engaged actively in academic 
activities that included the following:
Dr. Kai-loh Leung:
- Attended a conference on translation held 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong and 
spoke on the translation course of Lingnan 
College, on 27th September 1986.
- Attended a meeting of 五 M  會 (The Friday 
Club) at The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong on 3rd October 1986 and gave a talk 
on matters related to travelling.
- Was invited to attend an International 
Conference on Literature and Religion held 
at Fu Jen University, Hsinchuang, Taiwan 
from 8th to 11th November 1986.
- Was invited to give a talk on "Creative 
Writing as I See It" to the Chinese
Society in the Grantham College of
Education on 16th January 1987.
- Was interviewed by Radio-Television Hong
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Kong for a broadcasting programme on 
literature related to Mr. Po Yang ( 拍 揚 ） 
on 19th April 1987.
- Was invited to give a talk on literary 
influence in the Literary Week sponsored by 
the Public L i b r a r i e s , Urban Council, Hong 
Kong on 12th July 1987.
- Served as Chairman of the Conference on the 
Teaching of Creative Writing and Writing 
Skills held at Lingnaa College from 17th to 
18th August 1987.
- Was interviewed by Arts Association, 
University of Hong Kong on 19th August 1987 
for a publication programme on the Chinese 
n#vels «f
Mr. Tak-kam Chan:
- Was invited to serve as one of the judges 
of the Urban Council Awards for Creative 
Writing in Chinese (Poetry Category) for 
1986; also conducted the related seminar 
held by the Public Libraries in City Hall 
on 28th February 1987.
- Attended the Conference on the Teaching of 
Creative Writing and Writing skills in 
Chinese held at Lingnan Colege from 17th to 
18th August 1987 and presented a paper 
entitled " 現 代 散 文 的 替 調 和 節 奏 " （"The 
Tones and Rhythm in Modern Prose").
Dr. Kwok-ching Chow:
- Attended a colloquium organized by the 
Department of Chinese Literature and 
History, Lingnan College (30th April 1987 
and gave a talk on ” 從、 方向」觀念看古漢語 
中幾 it動詞的形態關係” ("An Application of 
the Concept "Direction^ in the Study of 
Morphology of Some Verbs in Classical 
C h i n e s e " ).
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- Served as Secretary and one of the
organizers of the Conference on 乂he 
Teaching of Creative Writing and Writing 
Skills in Chinese held at Lingnan College 
from 17th to 18th August 1987.
- Served as committee member of the Chinese 
Attainment Test for Junior Secondary School 
Students, Education Department.
- Served as member of the Development
Committee, Hong Kong Federation of Youth 
G r o u p s .
- Served as committee member of the Joint 
Students# Project sponsored by The 
Incorpora ted Trustees of Hsin Chong - K.N. 
Godfrey Yeh Education.
- Served as Adjudicator of an essay 
competition jointly sponsored by the Wah 
Kiu Yat Pao and the Challenging Career 
Counselling and Consultancy.
Dr. Kin-ming Lau:
- Attended the International Conference on 
T’ang China held in Sichuan from 22nd to 
29th October 1986 and presented a paper 
entitled ••綸北門學士  ••（"On the Scholars 
of the Northern Gate").
Mr. Wing-chiu Wu:
- Was invited by New Asia Arts & Business 
College to give a talk on " 史記封揮書初 探 ” 
("A Tentative Examination of Fengshan Shu 
In S h i h j i M ) on 4th May 1987.
- Was invited to give a series of radio talks 
organized by Radio-Television Hong Kong 
from July 1986 to January 1987 together 
with Mr. Desmond Lee on 三 字 經 (The Three- 
character Classics).
- Attended a colloquium organized by the 
Department of Chinese Literature and 
History on 24th March 1987 and gave a talk
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on ••本音樂解‘風 骨 （"An Interpretation 
of ^Fenggu^ on the Principle of Music"). 
Served as one of the organizers of the 
Conference on the Teaching of Creative 
Writing and Writing skills in Chinese held 
at Lingnan College from 17 th to 18 th August
1987.
Attended the Conference on the Teaching of 
Creative Writing and Writing skills in 
Chinese held at Lingnan College from 17th 
to 18th August 1987 and presented a paper 
entitled " 論 文 學 語 言 當 用 古 今 通 語 " （"A 
Language Common to the Ancient and the 
Modern Should be Used as the Literary 
L a n g u a g e ) .
Dr. Yuan Yang:
- Attended the Conference on the Teaching of 
Creative Writing and Writing Skills in 
Chinese held at Lingnan College from 17th 
to 18th August 1987 and presented a paper 
entitled " 試 談 ‘論語’的 文 學 表 現 法 • 
("Tentative Remarks on the Literary Skills 
on ’Lunyu'”）.
Department of English and Translation
Major Events: The students of the newly
introduced Translation course have now completed 
their first academic year. We are pleased with 
the quality of these students and by their 
reaction to the c o u r s e . If we can continue to 
recruit students of this quality, there Is little 
doubt that we shall train some useful translators 
and interpreters.
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English Literature students and Translation 
students rapidly showed that they would work 
together as one entity. Our students' success 
this year in winning the College Debating 
Competition for the first time was a boost to 
their morale. If we needed further proof of the 
liveliness of our students after the Debating 
Competition, then such proof was amply 
demonstrated by their Variety Show at the 
beginning of this year. One of its outstanding 
features was a dramatic representation of Charles 
Lamb^s short story "A Dissertation on Roast P i g " . 
This charming fantasy, which pretends to show how 
the Chinese discovered the delights of roast p i g , 
was portrayed with verve and humour by the 
students who had gone to considerable trouble to 
make or hire appropriate costumes. The result 
was a great success and Charles Lamb would 
probably have been pleased to see his story 
enacted in English by Chinese students.
The staff of the Department agreed last year 
to endow a Departmental Bursary to be given to a 
deserving student in need of financial help. This 
bursary will be initially awarded in 1987-88. we 
feel that this gesture, however modest, is in line 
with the Lingnan tradition of pastoral care for 
its students.
During most of the second - term of last year 
the Head of the Department was fully occupied in 
preparing documents for submission to the CNAA in 
advance of their visit due in November/December 
1987. His enforced absence from Departmental 
matters was loyally accepted by all staff who 
carried on the work of the Department during this 
p e r i o d . Their dedication and professionalism 
contributed to the eventual completion of the CNAA 
submission which was essentially a team effort by 
the whole C o l l e g e .
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Miss ^race M.K. Liu, the Co-ordinator of the 
Departmental Translation c o u r s e , was a member of 
the panel of judges for the 1986 Hong Kong Youth 
Translation/Interpretation Competition, organized 
by the Peninsula Jaycees in November 1986.
In the coming y e a r s , the teaching of English 
and particularly of Business English will assume 
more and more importance as the Department extends 
lts activities throughout the rest of the College. 
M r s . Dawn Roberts and M r s . Margaret Wotherspoon 
are at present engaged in the preparation of a 
book entitled MNew Syllabus Use of English I". 
M r s . Roberts is also engaged in preparing two 
other b o o k s , one of which will deal specifically 
with Business English.
FACULTY OF BUSINESS
Department of Accountancy Studies
Major D e v elopments; The Department has 
continued its policy of liberalising and 
broadening its programme structure. Proposals for 
revision of the course structures of the 
Accountancy Major and Company Secretaryship and 
Administration Major were approved by the Academic 
Board and the new changes are to be initiated from 
1987-88 onwards. This will give students the 
opportunity to take general education subjects and 
also a number of elective subjects. By this means 
L t is planned the courses wi thin the Department 
will carry the broader aspects of teaching 
encouraged wt thin the C o l l e g e , while at the same 
time preparing the students for their chosen
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careers In the Accountancy and Company Secretarial 
business s p h e r e s .
The high standard of our students and 
graduates has now been fully recognized la the 
community, A number of the main professional and 
business organizations, as well as Government 
departments, have sent their representatives to 
encourage our students to apply for positions 
within their organizations and departments.
The quality of our graduates was effectively 
demonstrated by one of them, a Mr, Po-hing Ng, 
being awarded the Peat Marwick Prize for the first 
student in his year at the University of Essex. 
This was widely advertised in the press of the 
U.K. and Hong Kong.
As revealing the measure of success of the 
special Revision Courses held by the College on 
behalf of the Hong Kong Society of Accountants, 
the Society have requested these courses should be 
extended in the number of subjects offered and for 
a greater student increase.
Advisory Board and External Examiners; During 
the year the Department were most gratified to 
obtain the services of Dr. Robert I . T r l c k e r , 
former Director of the Hong Kong Management 
Development Centre and at present Professor of 
Finance and Accounting in the University of Hoag 
Kong to serve on the Advisory Board.
As external examiner, Mr. P.S. Hoag, 
Principal Inspector of the Hong Kong Education 
D e p a rtment, agreed to act in respect of the 
Company Secretaryship and administration course 
and Mr. John D. Whitman, M A , M S c , F C A , Lecturer of 
the Department of Management Studies of the 
University of Hoag Koag agreed to act In respect
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of the Accountancy Major c o u r s e .
Staff Activities: The Head of Department,
P r o f . ~ L e s T i e ~ H o w a r d , was appointed as external 
examiner for the Department of Accountancy of the 
City Polytechnic of Hoag Kong.
During the year the senior lecturer of the 
Department completed her studies with a project on 
"The Potential Development of Distance Education 
for Professional Qualifications in Hong Kong" 
which was submitted to the University of Surrey in 
the U.K, One lecturer completed her studies with 
the University of East Asia and was awarded the 
MBA degree. The tutor within the Department 
obtained her Teacher’s Certificate after 
completion of two-year studies with the Hong Kong 
Technical Teachers College, while another member 
of staff completed her first year towards the same 
qualification. Two members of staff commenced 
external degree courses with the Henley Management 
College/Brunel University,
Miss Susana L.M. Yuen continued to serve as a 
member of the Student Training and Development 
Committee and as Chairman of the Library and 
Publications Sub-committee of the Hong Kong 
Society of Accoun t a n t s . Miss Yuen also gave a 
special seminar on "Regulatory Framework of 
Accounting in Hong Kong" to members and registered 
students of the Society.
The Law Lecturer wlthin the Department, Mr. 
Anthony W.Y. Leung was also requested to give a 
seminar to the registered students of the Society 
on examination techniques for the first year Law 
paper.
A seminar celebrating the 20th Anniversary 
of the College was organized on 1st May 1987. The
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topic of the seminar was "Tertiary Education and 
the Professions". The guest speakers invited were 
Mr. Robert Gaff, President of the Hong Keng 
Society of Accountants, Mr. Malcolm W. Bell, 
Senior Lecturer in Law of the City Polytechnic of 
Hong Kong and Mr. Paul K.K. N g , Chairman of the 
Management Committee of the Association of the 
Institute of Chartered Secretaries and 
Administrators in Hong Kong. It was very well 
received with representatives of the press 
present.
Conferences and seminars attended by the 
staff during the year included the following:
Mr. Ming-po Wong - China Taxation (The
Taxation Institute 
of Hong Kong)
Miss Lai-mei Yuen - Banking Ordinance
1986 (Hong Kong 
Society of Accoun­
tants)
List of Visitors to the Department and C o l l e g e ;
The Chinese delegation including the following:
Mr. Yihuai Yang -
Mr. Xizhu Song -
Mr. Biagsheng Wang -
Mdm. Wei Kong -
General Manager of Beijing 
Personnel Service Corpora­
tion for Diploma tic 
Mission (PSCDM)
Chief of Personnel Office 
(PSCDM)
Deputy Director, Training 
Centre of Diplomatic Ser­
vice Bureau
Chief of Section, Training 
Centre of Diplomatic Ser­
vice Bureau
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In connection with the Association of the 
[as ti tate of Chartered Secretaries and 
Administrators in Hong Kong who recommended the 
delegation visit the College to find out about the 
courses and the facilities provided for their 
students in Hong Kong.
Mr. A.F. Fox
M r s . A.L. Rose
- Course Director
Department of Accountancy and 
Business Law 
University of Stirling 
- Under Secretary
The Chartered Association of 
Certified Accountants
Mr. T.K. Cropper - Assistant Secretary (Develop­
ment)
Association of Accounting 
Technicians
Department of Computer Studies
Major E v e n t s : The Department of Computer
Studies produced its second batch of Honours 
Diploma graduates this year. These graduates were 
again, as the first batch, well received by the 
business community. Through the arrangements made 
by the Head of the Department, the 27 year-5 
students were placed in 15 big local companies to 
undergo practical Training Programme from 1st 
February to 15th July 1987. Out of the 27 
trainees, 17 students were offered permanent jobs
by the supporting c o m p a n i e s , while others received 
job offers in other organizations.
The high standard of our Honours Diploma
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graduates is well recognized. One of the 
graduates of 1986-87, Mr. Chi-saag Mak was 
accepted by the University of York to study in the 
Mas ter of Science course in Information Processing 
for the academic year 1987-88.
Other major events that took place during the 
academic year 1986-87 include the following:
Mr. Richard Li, President of the Hong Kong 
Computer Society (HKCS) and Mr. S.K. Chan, 
Chairman of the Publication, HKCS visited the 
College on 25th November 1986. The President and 
the Head of the Department of Computer Studies 
received the visitors and exchanged views on the 
development of the College.
Students of the Business Computer Studies 
visited the Hong Kong Unified Stock Exchange on 
2nd December 1986 to have first-hand observations 
of the business activities of the stock exchange 
operation.
Computer installation visits to Cathay 
Pacific Airways Ltd. (CPA) were arranged for the 
students of the Business Computer Studies. CPA 
has one of the biggest installations in Hong Kong 
equipped with different computer systems connected 
to a great variety of peripherals and terminals. 
In order to facilitate d i s c u ssions, three visits 
with some 20 students each were organized on 29th, 
30th and 31st of December 1986.
Miss Flora Leigh, Community Officer - Liaison 
of Independent Commission Against Corruption, 
presented talks on corruption and Business Ethics 
to our year-4 and year-3 students on 5th March and 
12th March 1987 respectively.
On 7th March 1987, students of Business
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Computer Studies visited the rtong Kong CAD-CAM 
Services Ltd. at the Tai Po Industrial Estate. 
They were introduced to the high-tech equipment 
for producing CAD-CAM precision machinery.
Mr, Mowling Tang, Managing Director of T.A. 
Consultants Ltd., offered a HK$3,000 Scholarship 
to students in the Business Computer Studies in 
1987-88.
Staff Activities: Mr. Derek F #W. Cheung was 
invited to serve on the Paper Selection Committee 
for Southeast Asia Regional Computer Conference 
(SEARCC)’86. He attended the Paper Selection 
Meetings held in Bangkok from 24th 26th July 
1986, and the SEARCC^86 Computer Conference from 
17th to 21st November 1986.
At the Regional Conference on Micro-computers 
in Secondary Education ^86, held in Tokyo, Japan 
from 18th to 22nd August 1986, Mr. Derek F.W. 
Cheung presented a research paper on the 
Introduction of Advanced Level Computer Studies in 
Hong Kong Secondary Schools.
Mr. Cheung was invited to represent Hong Kong 
to attend the annual Internation Federation for 
Information Processing ( IFIP) held in Singapore 
from 9th to 13th March 1987.
Mr. Cheung was invited to give a talk on 
’Development on Computer Application" to members 
of the Rotary Club of Hong Kong North at Park Laae 
Hotel on 9th April 1987,
The China Association for Science & 
Technology Invited P r o f . Cheung (in the capacity 
of Hon. Secretary of the Hong Kong Association for 
the Advancement of Science & Technology) to visit 
Reijing from 1st to *)th May 1987. The delegation
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visited the China Association for Science ^ 
Technology; State Scientific & rechnology
Commission; China Academy of Sciences and , the 
Office of the Hong Kong & Macau A f f a i r s , State 
Council.
Dr. Wai-suen Yeung presented a talk on "How 
Intelligent is the Computer Today'* at the 
Interdisciplinary Studies Colloquium organized by 
Liagnan College on 12th May 1987.
Advisory Board and External Examiner: Mr. 
Gabriel Li, Executive Vice-President of the Bank 
of Canton L t d . , and M r . Richard Li, Information 
Services Manager of the Hong Kong International 
Terminals Ltd,, both resigned from the Advisory 
Board. The former took up new assignment in the 
U.S.A. Head Office while the latter resigned due 
to other heavy commitments.
The Chairman of the Advisory Board, î r. 
Benjamin Kwok, General Manager of Wing On Computer 
Systems Ltd., stepped down from the C h airmanship, 
which was replaced by Mr. Mowling Tung, Managing 
Director of T.A. Consultants L t d . , who accepted to 
take up the Chairmanship. Mr. Kwok would continue 
to serve as member.
Mr. Joseph Lau, Regional Director, A s i a , Wang 
Pacific Ltd. and Mr. Donald Wong, Managing 
Director of Technology Research Co. Ltd., have 
accepted to serve on the Advisory Board.
Mr. D.V. Gulati, Head of the Department of 
Computing Studies at the Hong Kong Polyte c h n i c , 
will continue to serve as External Examiner for 
the Business Computer Studies Programme.
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Department of Managemeat
Major Developments: Following the advice of 
the Advisory Board, the Department reviewed its 
programme structure. The major change that would 
occur is the introduction of more fundamental 
courses at the earlier year of study and more 
functional courses at the senior years of study. 
After consultation with student representatives 
and other supporting De p a r t m e n t s , the Department 
would formally submit this revised course 
structure to the College Academic Board for 
a p p r o v a l . The new structure allows more term 
courses to be offered. Students would be given 
more choices from the enriched programme.
Mr. Kowk-chi Tam and Mr. Lamp Li were 
appointed External Examiner of the General 
Business Management Programme and the Personnel 
Management Programme respectively. They were 
helpful in commenting on the question papers and 
the answer scripts. Their advice was useful in 
maintaining the standard of the diploma 
programmes.
Our graduates in both programmes were 
successful in securing jobs relating to their 
major field of s t u dies. This is very encouraging 
as our graduates are being accepted by the 
business community of Hong Kong. \s a result, we 
noted a sharp increase in new students applying 
for the Diploma programmes. Application was 
extremely competitive. The same situation applied 
to the A-level programme. There has been an 
increasing trend of students wishing to take the 
subject of Business Studies. Due to the good 
academic achievement in public examinations, the 
popularity of this subject has increased.
Staff Activities: The Management Department
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and the Retail Management Association, one of the 
specialist clubs of the Hong Kong Management 
Association, jointly organized a seminar , on 
"Retail Management Career" held on 1 8 th October 
1986 at the Lingnan Auditorium.
The Department of Management invited Prof. 
Guo-hua Zhang, Chairman of the Department of 
Management at Harbin Shipbuilding Engineering 
Institute, to deliver a talk on "Management 
Education at Some of the Tertiary Institutions in 
Mainland China" on 13th November 1986. The talk. 
was very informative and well-attended by 
colleagues and stude n t s .
P r o f . Sam~rul Deng (Director), Prof. Guo-hua 
Zhang (Chairman of Department of Management) and 
Prof. Wei-de Xu of Harbin Shipbuilding Engineering 
Institute visited the College from 10th to 1 7 th 
November 1986. They discussed with the Dean of 
the Faculty of Business and teachers of the 
Department of Management about the curriculum of 
the Management Programme and academic exchange 
activities. They also discussed with the Dean of 
Students and the President of the Students' Union 
about matters relating to the arrangement of a 
visiting team of teachers and students of the 
College of Harbin.
The Department of Management and the 
Management Association jointly organized a seminar 
on "The Economic and Trade Relations Between Hong 
Kong and China" on 17th March 1987. Four guest 
speakers were invited: Mr. Peter Leung, Assistant 
General Manager of Seiko Time (HK) L t d . gave a 
talk on "Marketing Problems in China”； Mr. S . L . 
Tam, Adviser of Hokkalto Takushoku Bank Ltd. on 
"How China’s Foreign Investment Affects Hong 
Kong^s Economic Situation"; Mr. Hin-sang Cha, 
Researcher of the Bank, of China on the
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••Relationship Between China Enterprise and the 
Development of Hong Kong Economy*'; Mr. Parrish Ng, 
Principal Trade Officer of the Trade Department, 
on "The Present Situation and Future Prospect of 
China and Hong Kong^s Import and Export Trade".
Mr. Stephen T.L. Shih, Dean of the Faculty of 
Business and Head of the Department of Management, 
attended the International Conference on Chinese 
Banking and Nation Building in Southeast Asia 
organized by the Centre for Contemporary Asian 
Studies of The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
from 10th to 11th October 1986.
Mr. Shih also served as a discussant in the 
International Academic Symposium entitled 
"Adversities and Reconstruction in China during 
the Last 60 Years (1926-86)'* held on 31st October 
and lst-2nd November 1986, sponsored by Chu Hai 
College.
Mr. Shlh served as a discussant in the 
International Academic Symposium of the History of 
Taiwan entitled "Contemporary Social Development 
and National Consciousness in Taiwan" sponsored by 
the Extramural Studies of the University of Hong 
Kong and held on 22nd and 23rd December 1986.
Mr. Shih was invited to give a talk at a 
seminar on Investment and Finance in C h i n a , held 
on 20th February 1987. It was sponsored by the 
Economy and Law Press and the Consortium Leasing 
Corpora tion.
Mr. Joseph N.K. Tam and Mr. Frazer T.Y. Li, 
Lecturer and Assistant Lecturer respectively of 
the Department of Management, were nominated to 
represent this Department to participate in the 
1986 Conference on Co-operation in Management 
Training organized by the Committee on Management
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Supervisory Training of Vocational Training 
Council at the Management Development Centre of 
Hoag Kong on 21st November 1986.
Mr. Tam escorted students majoring in Company 
Secretaryship and Administration to visit the 
Integra ted Business Systems Limited on 15 th 
December 1986. The purpose of this visit was to 
enhance s tudents^ knowledge of modern office 
telecommunication systems as part of the learning 
experience of the course In Office Administration 
and Management. Students were given opportunities 
to test the application of the equipment of 
systems. They were very much impressed by the 
hands-on experience.
Mr. Joseph N.K. Tam and Mr. Frazer T,Y. Li, 
were invited to participate in a two-day 
Conference on Human Resources Issues jointly 
organized by The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
the Hong Kong Productivity Council and the 
Institute of Training and Development from 15th to 
16 th January 1987. Over 130 participants from the 
industrial and commercial s e c t o r s , tertiary 
education and training institutions and Government 
departments attended this Conference.
Mr. Paul W.K. Ng and Mr. Sam W.B. Ying, 
Lecturers in Management, attended a two-day camp 
on MUnion Activities in Hong Kong" on 13th and 
14th March 1987. It was organized by the Hoag 
Kong Christian Indus trial Committee.
Miss Eva Y.W, Khong and Mr. Paul W.K. N g , 
Lecturers in Management, were nominated to 
represent the Department to participate in the 
1987 Conference on Co-operation in Management 
Training organized by the Committee for Management 
Supervisory Training of the Vocational Training 
Council at the Management Development Centre on
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27th March 1987.
Mr. Stephen T.L. Shih and Miss Eva Y.W. Khoag 
attended a Conference on "Entrepreneurship and 
Small Business Management" held on 2nd and 3rd 
April 1987 and organized by the Vocational 
Training Council.
Miss Kwan-ling Ng and Mr. Paul W.K. Ng, 
Lecturers in Management, attended a seminar 
organized by the Hong Kong Indus trial Relations 
Association on 19th March 1987, Mr. Tung-shan 
Chow, Chief Labour Officer, delivered a talk on 
••Disciplinary Action and Appeal Procedure wlthin 
an Organization".
Miss Kwan-ling Ng and Mr. Sam W.B. Ying 
a ttended a one-day conference on "Personnel 
Management in the Special Economic Zone of China" 
on 20 th March 1987. It was organized by the Hong 
Kong Indus trial Relations Association.
Miss Eva Y.W. Khong and Miss Kwan-ling Ng 
attended a two-day workshop on "Psychological 
Tools in Management" organized by the Hong Kong 
Management Development Centre of the Vocational 
Training Council and held from 19th to 20th 
February 1987.
Miss Kwan-ling Ng attended a seminar 
organized by the Hong Kong Polytechnic on 3rd 
March 1987. Mr. John Ratcliffe, Visiting 
Professor of National University of Singapore, 
gave a talk on "Commercial Property Investment and 
Development - Towards 2000".
Miss Kwan-ling Ng and Mr. Sam W.B. Ying were 
invited by the Hong Kong Federation of S tudents to 
be a member of the Evaluation Committee for the 
"Business Administration Paper" 1986 and 1987.
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Mr. Paul W.K. Ng delivered four lectures on 
the topics of "Manpower Planning”， "Appraisal” ahd 
"Taxation" to the Association of Government 
Nursing Staff in October ana November 1986.
Mr. Paul W.K. Ng was invited to serve as 
Commentator in a seminar on "How the Budget 87-88 
Affects the Middle and Lower Classes in Hong Kong" 
organized by the Justice and Peace Commission of 
the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese on 15th March 1987.
Mr, Paul W.K. Ng was invited by the Peninsula 
Jaycees to give two talks on the topic of "Time 
Management" on 19th and 26th June 1987.
Mr. Paul W.K, Ng was also invited in May by 
Hong Kong Institute of Personnel Management to act 
as moderator of the subject "Modern Economics" for 
Certificate Course in Personnel Management offered 
by Hoag Kong Productivity Council.
Mr. Joseph N.K. Tam was invited to attend the 
Fifth Conference on "Education and Development in 
Organization" organized by the Centre for the 
Study of Management Learning, University of 
Lancaster, U.K. and held from 16 th to 19 th 
September 1986. The main theme for this year's 
conference was "International Management 
Development: Challenges and Alternatives". Mr. 
Tam presented a paper entitled "Corporate Social 
Responsibility, Implications for Management 
Development and Training".
Mr, Sam W.B. Ying was elected as Council 
Member of Hoag Kong Institute of Personnel 
Management for the year 1987. Mr. Ying will be 
responsible for promoting personnel management 
education and training, and providing services to 
students in personnel management studies. Mr. 
Ying also served as Chairman of the Younger 
Managers^ Club (HKMA) for the years 1985 and 1986.
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Mr. Ying gave two talks -to the Royal Hoag 
Kong Police Force on MStaff Motivation" on 6th and 
13 th March 1987 . The talks ^/ere attended by 
senior civilian officers.
Mr. Ying was one of the two speakers of the 
seminar on "Careers Education 1987" jointly 
organized by the Labour Department, the Education 
Department and the Hong Kong Association of 
Careers Masters and Guidances Masters. Mr. Ying 
talked about "How to Deal with Aspirations of 
Young School Leavers in the Employment M a r k e t " . 
久bout 100 career masters and other personnel 
professionals attended the seminar.
Mr. Ying was appointed chief moderator of the 
certificate course in Personnel Management offered 
by the Hoag Kong Productivity C o u n c i l .
During the year, Mr. Ying had arranged 
several company visits for the management 
students. The visits were both informative and 
educational. On 30th April Mr. Ying led a group 
of personnel management students to visit the 
construction site of Gammon (HK) Ltd. The purpose 
of the visit was to enable students to be aware of 
the safety aspects in civil engineering 
management.
And on 5th May Mr. Ying took a delegation to 
visit the operation of BAT Co. Ltd. The main 
objective of the visit was to enable personnel 
management students to appreciate the training 




Major D e velopments; The Department ,of 
Marketing has been devoting much effort to 
implementing the new curriculum designed to meet 
the emerging needs of the ever-changing business 
community of Hong Kong. The international 
business courses introduced this year have been 
very popular. This is a good indication that the
Department is heading in the right direction in 
updating and upgrading courses which prepare 
students to face the challenges of the real world.
Major Events: The Department had been active 
in organizing talks, seminars and community 
services. During the academic year 1986-87, the 
following guest speakers were invited to give 
lectures to our students:
- Mr. Simon Ho, Manager of Wilson Learning 
Corporation.
- Mr. Alan Chu, Trade Officer of Hong Kong 
Trade Department.
- Mr. Stanley Mak, Administrative Manager of 
Success Magnetic (HK) Co.
- M r s . Amy Y u n g , Manager of the American 
Express Bank.
- Mr. David Ho, Consultant of Sales 
Multiplier Co.
- Miss Flora Leigh, Community Officer/Liaison 
Fok Sing Office, ICAC.
- Mr. John C. Keung, Sales Manager of the 
Right Market Development Ltd.
- Mr. Tony Chen, Manager of Planning and 
Development, P.H.K. Trading Ltd.
- Mr. Louis Tong, Director of Survey Research 
Hong Kong Ltd.
• Miss Janet Lam, Correspondent Banking 
Officer of the Westpec Finance Asia Ltd,
- Mr. David Wong, Assistant Sales Manager,
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Bui•丄 ding Materials Department, Poly teck 
Engineering Co. Ltd.
Also, the Counselling Unit had kindly 
arranged for the Department to invite Mr. Tom 
Goetz, Chairman of the Textile Committee of the 
American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong and Mr. 
Thomas Gordman, Director of the China Consultants 
International (HK) L t d . to deliver a speech to our 
s tudents.
A seminar on "The Role of Hong Kong in 
International Business Development of China" 
jointly organized by the Department of Marketing 
and the Marketing Society, was held Sn 20th March. 
Guest speakers consisted of the Hon. Pang-fei Lee 
(Member of Legislative and Executive C o uncils), 
Dr. Yan-ki Ho (Principal Lecturer of Hong Kong 
Baptist College) and Dr. Philip Young (Attorney- 
at-Law of Winston & S t r a w n ) .
This seminar was very successful. Two local 
T.V. stations covered the event, which was 
attended by two hundred and fifty students 
together with forty business practitioners.
A conference entitled "Marketing and 
Management into the 9(Ts: Changes and Challenges" 
co-organized by the Department and the Hong Kong 
Institute of Marketing will be h51d on 17 th and 
18th November 1987. The conference has attracted 
attention from both the academics and 
professionals.
The students of the Department were highly 
motivated and were very active In various academic 
and extramural activities. In the academic year 
1986-87. they were invlted by several companies to 
conduct marketing research for them. These 
included, for e x a m p l e , Membership Profile survey
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of Fotomax Video Rental C l u b ; Readership survey of 
Film Biweekly; Focus Group interview for Levi 
Strauss & Company; Feasibility Study of adding 
advertising into rental video for Sales 
Multiplier; and market trend analysis of Video 
Club for CIC.
In addition, the students had volunteered 
their assistance In the annual Graduate 
Recruitment and Summer Employment Scheme for the 
Counselling Unit, contributing to its success.
Marketing F o c u s , the half-yearly magazine 
prepared by the students of the Department has 
been very popular and widely distributed among 
marketing practitioners and academics. The 
seventh issue of the magazine is now underway.
Advisory Board and External Examiner: Mr. 
Francis Ng, Hong Kong Trade Development Council 
and Mr. Francis Cheung, Hong Kong Management 
Association resigned from the Advisory Board due 
to emigration to Canada.
Dr. K.H. Lee, The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, completed his three-year term as External 
Examiner. Dr. T . S . Chan, also from The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, replaced Dr. Lee both as 
External Examiner and member of the Advisory 
Board.
Staff Activities: Staff in the Department 
have been engaging ia research dealing with theory 
development in Marketing and practical application 
of Marketing concepts in business world in Hong 
Kong. They are also Involved in off-campus 
professional activities as follows:
- M l  lecturers In the Department serve as 
Consultants to Centroway Consultancy
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Company.
- Mr. Leo L.C. Leung was invited to speak on 
"Human Resources Management in Retailing" 
at a Retail Management Career Seminar on 
18th October 1986.
- Mr. Kwok.-fai Lau was invited to deliver a 
speech on "Consumer Behaviour in Hong 
Kong" to a group of management personnel, 
buyers and training officers of the Wing 
On Co. Ltd. on 3rd April 1987,
- Mr. Kwok-fai Lau and Mr. Leo L.C. Leung 
were invited by the Management Development 
Centre of Hong Kong to be members of the 
Case Method Group.
Mr. Alfred C.Y. Siu was invited to be the 
Social Convener of the Hong Kong Institute 
of Marketing.
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Major Developments: For this academic year,
the Faculty introducesd for the first time, the 
Year-4 Integra ted social sciences curriculum 
consisting of courses in the three specialization 
a r e a s . Some of the c o u r s e s , such .as Public Policy 
and Administration and International Relations, 
are new to the Faculty. At the suggestion of the 
Collegers academic assessment C onsultants, one of 
the new p r o grammes, International Development and 
Cooperation, was renamed International Economic 
and Political Affairs to better reflect the 
content of the programme.
As all faculty students take the same core 
courses i n Year-3 and select their major
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programmes when they are promo ted to Year-4, a 
faculty-based pre-registration exercise was set up 
to familiarize students with the three major 
programmes and to guide them In their selections 
of m a j o r s .
Major Activities: The Faculty hosted several 
talks during the academic year. In October, the 
Faculty co-sponsored with the Centre for Asian 
Pacific Studies a talk by Prof. Guoxing Ji of 
Shanghai Institute of International Studies on 
"China-ASEAN R e l a t i o n s '
In November, our senior staff, Dr. Angela 
W. Djao, gave a talk on "Computerization in Social 
Welfare O r ganizations". Another staff, Mr. Eddy 
K.L, Fung, gave a talk on "Vehicle for 
International Technology Transfer: a Transaction 
Costs View". And the Faculty co-sponsored a talk 
by Prof. Chun-ze Jing from The Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences on "The Prospects of China^s 
Economic R e f o r m s : A Comparison with East European 
Countries".
Mr. W.K. Tsang, Lecturer of the School of 
Education at The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
was invited to give a talk on "The Development of 
Civic Education in Hong Kong: A Curriculum 
Sociology Approach" on 2nd December 1986.
In January 1987 , Mr. J . Chan, Lecturer of the 
Faculty of Law at University of Hong Kong, was 
invited to give a talk entitled "Human Rights and 
Laws on Homosexuality in Hong Kong".
In February, the Faculty co-sponsored a taIk 
given by Mr. Mu-yie Zeng of Guangdong Provincial 
Academy of Social Sciences on "Some Ideas for 
Promoting Economic Modernization ia Rural A r e a s " . 
It also invited Dr. Si-ming Lee of Hong Kong
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Baptist College to give a talk on "The Land Supply 
Situation Two Years After the Signing of the Sino- 
British Joint Declaration".
In A p r i l , the Faculty organized a whole day 
workshop entitled "Policy Research: Aspects of 
Applied Social Science" for the purpose of 
informing students on the relevance of social 
science research in everyday life and its possible 
career options. The panelists for the workshop 
included Mr. Wa-shek Chan, the Commissioner of 
Correctional Service; Dr. Robert Andry, the 
Assistant Commissioner of Correctional S e r v i c e ; 
Dr. Harold Traver, University of Hong Kong; Ms. 
Hilda Chan of the Hong Kong Counci, of Social 
Service; Ms. Chiu-ping Ip of the People^s Council 
on Public Housing Policy; Mr. Kenneth W.K. Law 
served as a panelist while Ms. Dora P.K. Choi as a 
commentator, Dr. Angela W. Djao as the Chairman of 
the workshop, which was well attended.
In May, Mr. Hong-kin Kwok, Lecturer of the 
Department, delivered a talk entitled "Non-violent 
Measures of Pressure Groups and the Stability of 
Hong Kong".
Aside from hosting public lect u r e s , seminars 
and workshops, members of the Faculty had been 
active in participating in academic conferences 
held in Hong Kong and o v e r s e a s , and giving talks 
or public lectures sponsored by local academic or 
community service institutions.
In September 1986, Dr. Frances F.W, Lai was 
invited to participate in the SIIS-Berkeley 
Seminars co-orgaaized by the Shanghai Institute of 
International Studies and the Institute of Asian 
Studies of the University of California, Berkeley.
In October, Mr. Ylu-chung Wong was Invited
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by the Federation of Students to participate In a 
seminar entitled "The Future of C h i n a "• He served 
as the commentator in the last session on "Sino- 
Japanese D i p l o m a c y " .
In November, Dr. Frances F.W. Lai 
participated in the Japan-ASEAN Dialogue organized 
by Japan Center for International Exchange and 
held at Hakone, Japan. Mr. Yiu-chang Wong gave 
two talks organized by Lingnan College Students" 
Union: one on "The Different Aspects of Political 
Review in Hong Kong" and the other on "The Reform 
of Spiritual Civilization in C h i n a " . Mr. Wong 
gave a third talk, on "Socialism with Chinese 
Characteristics” organized by the China Affairs 
Committee of the Hong Kong Baptist College. He 
also served as commentator in two conferences: one 
on "Social Welfare in Urban China" organized by 
the Beijing-Hong Kong Academic Exchange Centre and 
the General Union of Social Workers and the other 
on "Patriotic Education" organized by the 
Professional Teachers^ Union. He was also invited 
to be one of the adjudicators for the Debate 
Competition of the Social Sciences Project 1986 on 
the topic "Citizen - a New Generation" organized 
by the Social Sciences Society of the University 
of Hong Kong, and to serve as one of the honorary 
advisers of the Society of Inter-school Debate 
Competition 1986.
In December, M r• Hong-kin Kwok was invited by 
the Northcote College of Education Students^ Union 
to present a talk on "The Future Role of 
Education in Hong Koag - 6th Form and Tertiary 
Education" and invited by Lingnan College 
Students' Union to give a talk on "Possible 
Influence of HKU’s 4-year Proposal on Other 
Tertiary Institutions”. Dr. Herbert Yee, Mr. 
Kenneth W.K. Law , Mr. Chi-cheung Tam and Mr. Kam- 
hung Sun attended a symposium on "Comparative
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Studies of China^s Investment Environment" held In 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong and presented 
a joint paper on "Comparative Study of Hotel 
Indus try in Shenzhen and Hong K o n g " . Mr, George 
S . K . Leung also attended the same seminar and read 
a paper entitled "International Technology 
Transfer and Investment Environment". Mr. Leung 
was also invited to speak on the topic of "Comment 
on the Nobel Prize Winner^s Buhanan^s Theory" 
sponsored by Radio and Television Hong Kong.
Dr. Frances F.W. L a i , Dr. Herbert Yee, Mr. 
Hong-kin Kwok and Mr. Yiu-chung Wong attended a 
symposium entitled "The Revolution of Man: 
Ideological and Cultural Dimensions of China^s 
Modernization" organized by the Faculty of Arts, 
University of Hong Kong. Dr. Lai chaired one of 
the discussion sessions and presented a paper on 
the "Value Orientations of Some Chinese Leaders 
1955-64 and 1982-86: A Quantitative Exploration". 
D r • Yee presented a paper entitled "Modernization 
and Decision Making in China^s Foreign P o l i c y " , 
and Mr. Kwok presented a paper on "The 
Construction of Spiritual Civilization and 
Economic Reform la China".
In March, Mr. Eddy K.L. Fung participated In 
the International Workshop on "The State of East 
and Southeast Asian Studies in C h i n a , Singapore 
and Hong K o n g” organized by the Centre for Asian 
Pacific Studies and presented a paper on "Studies 
on International Direct Investment in East and 
Southeast Asia Done in Hong Kong in Recent Years". 
Mr. Hong-kin Kwok was invited by the Caritas 
Social Centre to deliver a talk entitled "The 
Political and Economic Significance of Demolishing 
the Kowloon Walled City". Prof. Frances Lai and 
Dr. Herbert Yee were invited to participate in the 
Shaaghai-flong Kong Economic Cooperation Seminar.
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In A p r i l , Dr. Frances Lai was invited to 
participate in the Conference on "Ocean 
Development and Management in Southeast Asia: 
Prospects for Implementation of the U.N. 
Convention on the Law of the S e a " organized by The 
Southeast Asian Project on Ocean Law, Policy and 
Management Pogramme (SEAPOL), Institute of Asian 
Studies, Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok. She 
was the rapporteur for one session and presented a 
commentary on "UNESCO^s Role in the Implementation 
of the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea".
In June, Mr. Eddy Fung presented a talk on 
••Privatization Versus Nationalization" at the 
Third Meeting of the "Colloquium in 
Interdisciplinary Studies" organised by the 
General Education Programme. Both Mr. Yiu-chung 
Wong and Dr. Frances Lai were invited to 
participate in a seminar on "Green Paper on the 
Development of Representative Government on 
Kampuchea" held at Bangkok.
In August, Dr. Frances Lai was invited as a 
speaker at a discussion session on the Green Paper 
on "The Development of Representative Government" 
organized by Chaiwan District Board. She also 
participated in the Conference on "Problems and 
Prospects of the Asian Pacific Region" organized 
by the University of Hong Kong.
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GENERAL EDUCATION DIVISION
Major Developments; The General Education 
Division used to be a sub-division of the 
Department of Social Sciences in the past years. 
However, with the rapid development both in the 
courses offered and in the number of teaching 
staff, it became suitable to change it into an 
independent unit. In February 1987, the Board of 
Governors formally endorsed the proposal of the 
Academic Board for changing the unit to an 
independent "General Education Divi s i o n " . Under 
this new structure, the Division has entered into 
a new phase of development.
Looking back at the 1986-87 academic year, 
the General Education programme has achieved 
significant progr e s s . With the addition of a 
staff member, the programme was able to add three 
additional new courses on "Introduction to Logic 
and Scientific Methods", " S c i e n c e , Technology and 
Human Values" and "Comparative Cultures". In the 
current academic year, it has added two more 
courses on "Knowledge and Understanding" and 
"Business E t h i c s "• Together with the existing 
courses of "Art of Thinking”， "Social Ethics”， 
"Social and Political Philosophy" and "Comparative 
R e l i gions". A greater variety of choices is now 
available to the Diploma students. With the 
additional of these c o u r s e s , we have consolidated 
the whole programme. We believe tha t the 
objective of the General Education programme to 
provide a rounded education can thus be better 
s e r v e d .
Major Events; Apart from academic 
a c t i v i t i e s , we have, together with other 
depart m e n t s , organized a series of lectures, 
seminars and conferences during the year. Two 
talks catering to the need of students taking the
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course on "Social and Political Philosophy" were 
organized in the first term. They were "The 
Development of Civic Education in Hong Kong - A 
Sociology-of-Curriculum Approach" presented by Mr. 
W.K. Tsang, from the School of Education, The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong; and "Human Rights 
and Laws on Homosexuality in Hong Kong" delivered 
by Mr. J . Chan, from the University of Hong Kong. 
A seminar on "Institutions and Ethics" was 
organized by the Division last A p r i l . Speakers 
included Prof. B . S .J. Weag, Prof. C.Y. To, both 
from The Chinese University of Hong Kong; Dr. 
Ambrose Lau from the Hong Kong Polytechnic, and 
Mr. T.L. Shih from Lingnan College. The seminar 
was well-received by the staff and students, 
journalists and participants from outside.
Staff Activities: The staff of our Division
have been actively involved in various internal 
and external academic activities during the year, 
including the following:
Dr. Po-keuag Ip:
- Read a paper entitled "Towards a Theory of 
Energy Decision-making Institutions" at the 
5th Annual Philosophical Conference 
organized by the Legein Philosophical 
Monthly at Taipei on 2nd September 1986.
- Gave a talk on "Risk of Risk Assessment" at 
a seminar organized by the Council of 
Shatin District Boards on 1 4 th September 
1986.
- Presented a paper entitled "Rights 
Principle and Education Effectiveness" at 
the III annual meeting of the Hong Kong 
Education Research Association on 22ml 
November 1986.
- Presented a paper entitled "Person and 
Alienation" a t a Conference on "The 
Revolution of Man: Ideological and Cultural
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Dimensions of China's Modernization" 
organized by the Faculty of Arts of the 
University of Hong Kong on 2 0 th December 
1986.
- Read a paper entitled "Should Managers be 
Moral" at a Conference on "The Changing 
Environment of Management in Hoag Kong" 
organized by Hong Kong Baptist College on 
28th April 1987.
- Gave a talk on "Philosophical Aspect of 
Artifical Intelligence" at the Colloquium 
in Interdisciplinary Studies at Liagaan 
College on 12th May 1987.
- Gave a talk on "Computer and Privacy" at 
the bimonthly seminar of the^Joint Tertiary 
Institutions of Computer Societies on 15th 
May 1987.
- Read a paper entitled "Rights and Moral 
Education" at a Colloquium "Moral Education 
and Character Development" jointly 
organized by the School of E d u c a t i o n , The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong and the 
Council for Research in Values and 
Philosophy, Washington D . C . , at the School 
of Education, The Chinese University of 
Hoag Kong, on 22nd July 1987.
Dr. Stephen S.L. Lau:
- Was invited to give a talk on "The Problem 
of the Church Maglsterium 3 nd Moral Issues" 
to the members of the Hong Kong Chinese 
Theological Association on 4th May 1986.
- Attended a symposium "The Revolution of 
jMan: Ideological and Cultural Dimensions of 
China^s Modernization" organized by the 
Faculty of Arts, University of Hong Kong 
from 18th to 21st December 1986.
Dr. Si-wai Man:
- Gave a talk on "On the Sociobiological
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Approach to Sexual Differences" at the 
Colloquium in Interdisciplinary Studies , at 
Lingnan College on 28th March 1986.
- Was a commentator for the session on 
"Business Ethics" at the Seminar on 
"Institutions and Ethics" organized by the 
General Education Division on 30th April 
1987.
- Read a paper entitled on "The Significance 
of Public Opinion" (in C h i n e s e ) at the 
Colloquium on "Public Opinion" organized by 
the Concerned Staff of Tertiary Insti tu- 
tions for Constitutional Development on 
23rd May 1987.
- Read a paper entitled on "The Relation 
Between Moral and Civic Education" at the 
Colloquium on "Moral Education and 
Character Development" co-organized by the 
School of Education, The Chinese University 
of Hong Kong and the Council for Research 
in Values and Philosophy, U . S .A. on 22nd 
July 1987.
Advisory Board: Since the academic year
1986-87, we have established an Advisory Board 
consisting of both academics and non-academics 
from the tertiary institutions of Hong Kong and 
the private sector. At present, members of the 
Advisory Board are Mr. Albert Ho (Chairman), a 
solicitor; Prof. Ambrose King, Prof. S.H. L i u , Dr. 
Philip Shen, all from The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong; and Dr. T . S . Yu from the Baptist 
C o l l e g e . Members provide valuable comments and 
suggestions, which help to improve the quailty and 
relevance of the pro g r a m m e . This will In turn 
benefit our students and the community.
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LIBRARY
Major Developments and New S e r v i c e s ; 1986-87 
has been a year of consolidation. It was also a 
period for nurturing future growth.
Despite the Collegers financial stringency, 
the Library was allocated HK$800,000 for books, 
periodicals and miscellaneous expenditure. It 
represented a 6.25% increase, which regrettably, 
could hardly cover the inflation rate and currency 
depreciation of the year. In A e  e n d , an 
acquisition rate of 4,544 volumes was recorded. 
However, the net increase was pulled down to 3,799 
after the stock-taking, bringing the total 
monograph collection to 51,086 v o l u m e s . At the 
same time, serial titles received have increased 
to 779, including 616 paid titles, 146 gifts and 
17 newspapers. As a routine procedure, all the 
current Departmental Reference and Textbook Lists 
were reviewed and 343 volumes were ordered to 
fortify the fundamental support to the new 
programmes. Basic references aside, essential 
teaching and learning aids such as case studies 
and language cassettes were acquired in response 
to the recommendations of Consultants who visited 
the College in December 1986. E^xtra effort was 
also devoted to the collection of tool books for 
the newly-developed translation course. The 
relevancy of the Library collection is duly 
reflected by a 20% increase in loan statistics and 
a 28% increase in the number of persons using the 
Library.
Subsequent to the Librarian's visit to the 
Zhongshaa Universitiy in Canton, a cooperative 
acquisition programme was launched. It is hoped 
that the programme would enhance the buying value
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of the funds allocated for the project. It Is 
also expected that: further opportunities for 
inter-library cooperation will be explored in the 
future, thereby helping to foster closer ties with 
other academic libraries outside Hong Kong.
On bibliographic control of library 
materials, it is gratifying to report that all the 
periodicals had been catalogued and in-put in a 
microcomputer so that a current list including 
both the English and Chinese titles can now be 
produced on demand at any time. B e s ides, the 
Sears subject headings are gradually being phased 
out and replaced by the Library of Congress 
subject headings in the subject catalogue. This 
is a major step in bringing the library catalogue 
in line with catalogues of other academic 
libraries.
Space has always been a vexing problem. In 
order to maintain 192 seats in the two Library 
f l oors, four additional book shelves were 
ins tailed without removing any of the existing 
seats. Furthermore, a plan to improve the 
utilization rate of the Lam Woo Library by 
converting its store room into a microfilm reading 
room was unfortunately shelved for financial 
reasoris. Hopefully, this problem will be 
addressed in the near future.
Last year, the Library had no ted with concern
the increase in the loss 
the security m e a s u r e s , 
enlisted to patrol the 
examination periods and 
leaving the Library were 
July, the 
inventory.
of b o o k s . To step up 
the security guard was 
Library floors during 
materials used by users 
manually c h e c k e d . In 
Library was closed for two weeks for 
As a result, a total of 212 volumes
were found missing and deleted from the Accession 
Regis ter.
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To cope with the developments at the College 
and the more sophisticated needs of u s e r s , a 
number of new services have been introduced. The 
borrowing privileges for the graduates were 
r e v i e w e d ; a new photocopying machine with multiple 
new functions was installed; coin-change service 
is offered.
Apart from producing subject bibliographies 
at the request of teachers, the Library was also 
Invited to lecture on Library automation and the 
use of major dictionaries by two teaching 
departments. During the year, library 
representatives occasionally attended departmental 
meetings which proved to be very valuable venues 
for communication helping to identify the library 
needs of the Department. Finally, a file of 
bibliographic records on Southeast Aslan Studies 
has been compiled for the Centre for Asian Pacific 
Studies in the summer months.
For the academic year 1986-87, the Library 
was again very fortunate to have received quite a 
sizable volume of donations from various generous 
d o n o r s , a list of which is given in Appendix 10, 
and the Library statistics for 1985-87 are shown 
in Appendix 11.
S taff Act i v i t i e s : In the -past year, the 
Library continued to face great challenges with 
fortitude and realism. Staff development has 
always been an important library activity for the 
staff to extend their professional growth so as to 
face new challenges in work. For the academic 
year 1986-87, in order to process the large volume 
of Japanese publications collected for the new 
Japanese programme, a cataloguer has been 
attending classes for this language; two library 
clerks attended the "Introductory Course on Word 
Processing" at the beginning of the year; two
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professional librarians attended a seminar on "CD- 
Rom Products and Technology in the Library'* " In 
May. They also participated in a seminar on 
Sydney Library Automation System organized by 
Rhema Systems Technology Pte Ltd. in June.
The Librarian continued to serve In the Hong 
Kong Council of Women and lecture for the MJoint 
Certificate Course for Library Assistants" apart 
from attending the following professional 
functions:
- Visits to academic libraries in London and 
Manchester in late September 1986.
- A seminar on "Micro-computer Applications 
in Special Libraries" in December 1986.
- Workshop on the Use of IBM Personal
Computers for Library and Media Automation 
in March 1987.
- Visit to Zhongshan University in March 
1987.
- Workshop on the Use of IBM Personal
Computers or Compatible Computers for 
Online Searching in May 1987.
- First Pacific Conference on New Information 
Technology in June 1987 in Bangkok. Ms. 
Anne Au Yeung, Senior Assistant Librarian, 
also attended this Conference.
For about nine months, the Librarian was also 
invited to serve as adviser to the Library 
Committee of the Carltas Francis Hsu College.
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CENTRE FOR ASIAN PACIFIC STUDIES
Major Devel o p m e n t s : Since its establishment 
in the academic year 1986-87 with financial 
assistance from the Trustees of Lingnan University 
in New York, the Centre for Asian Pacific Studies 
has made much progress, thanks to various supports 
from outside and from College staff.
With private donations and institutional 
e x c h a n g e s , we were able to obtain^a number of 
basic, relevant jour n a l s . In addition, the Centre 
has started a modest but up-to-date collection of 
conference papers contributed by individual 
scholars and institutions, including the Institute 
of Contemporary International Relations at Beijing 
and the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies at 
Singapore. Together with the staff of Social 
Sciences Faculty, the Centre was able to acquire a 
personal computer with hard disk and 24 pin 
printer for administrative and research purposes. 
Through organizing workshops and seminars, we were 
able to establish a network among scholars on 
Asian and Southeast Asian a f f a i r s , especially 
those in China and Southeast Asia.
蠡
Major Act i v i t i e s : During the academic year 
1986-87 , the Centre organized an international 
workshop and an international conference. The 
workshop on "The State of East and Southeast Asian 
Studies in C h i n a , Singapore and Hong Kong since 
1979" was held on 3rd-5th March 1987. The purpose 
of the workshop was to promote mutual knowledge of 
existing research and library resources in China 
and Southeast Asia on the study of East and 
Southeast Asia since 1979. It was fiaaacially 
sponsored by the Hong Kong Society of Asia-Pacific 
21 and was held at the conference room of the
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Centre. Six young Chinese scholars from Jinan 
University (Guangzhou), Zhongshan University 
(Guangzhou), the Institute of World Economics and 
Politics (Beijing), the Shanghai Institute for 
International Studies ( S hanghai), the Kunmeng 
Institute for Southeast Asian Studies (Kunmeng), 
and the Nanyang Research Institute (Xiamen) were 
invited, but the latter two were not able to 
attend because they could not get their visa in 
time. Besides the Chinese s c h o l a r s , we had also 
invited a senior librarian from the Institute of 
Southeast Asian Studies of Singapore (ISEAS). The 
ISEAS had kindly financed her trip to Hong Kong. 
Dr. Herbert Yee and Mr. Eddy Fung from the College 
attended the workshop; the latter also presented a 
paper.
The proceedings of the workshop are being 
prepared for publication. A bibliography of books 
and articles published in China since 1979 
pertinent to Southeast Asian Studies is also being 
considered for publication if there is support 
from the publisher.
The Centre had also organized an 
international symposium, ASEAN-China Hong Kong 
Forum 1987, which was held on 3rd-5th June 1987. 
The symposium, entitled "The Emerging Relations 
Between China and Southeast A s i a : Limitations and 
O p p o r t unities", was sponsored by the Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund and the Ford Foundation of New York 
and the East-West Seminar of Japan. The two-and-a- 
half-day seminar was held at the Lee Gardens 
H o t e l , Hong Kong. Forty five scholars attended 
the symposium, Including tea from major 
universities and research institutions in China, 
ten from ASEAN c o u n t r i e s , as well as scholars from 
Japan, South Korea, the United Kingdom, Taiwan, 
Hong Kong and the Uni ted States. 'mong the 
participants were distinguished scholars such as
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P r o f . Shinkichi E t o , Professor Emeritus of the 
University of ro k y o , P r o f . Jusuf W a n a n d i , Director 
of Centre for Strategic acid International Studies, 
Indonesia, Prof. Sheldon Simon of Arizona State 
University and Prof. Gungwu Wang, Vice-Chancellor 
of University of Hong Kong. A total of twenty 
papers were presented or circulated and the 
proceedings of the symposium are scheduled to be 
published within a year.
The Centre also sponsored public 
lectures/seminars given by distinguished scholars 
from China and overseas. During the months of 
O c t o b e r , November, December 1986 and February 
1987, the Centre sponsored and co-?ponsored six 
public lectures by Prof. Guoxing Ji of the 
Shanghai Institute for International Studies, 
Prof. Chun-ze Jiang of the Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences at Beijing, Prof. Stephen Uhally 
of the University of Hawaii and Prof. Mu-yie Zeng 
of the Guangdong Provincial Academy of Social 
S c i e n c e s . These lectures covered a wide range of 
topics on Chiaa^s domes tic developments, its 
relations with the Soviet Union, the United States 
and countries in the Pacific Basin.
Aside from organizing wor k s h o p s , seminars 
and talks, the Centre^s senior researcher, Dr. 
Herbert Y e e , also helped to organize a team of 
junior academic staff from the Social Sciences 
Faculty to conduct an interdisciplinary study of 
foreign investment in Shenzhen^s hotel industry. 
They have presented an interim report at a seminar 
organized jointly by Baptist College and the 
Guangdong Academy of Social Sciences.
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RESEARCH SUPPORT UNIT
The Research Support Unit at the College has 
actively sought to improve the research 
environment: of the C o l l e g e . Services at various 
stages of research such as literature review, 
questionnaire design, data coding, statistical 
analysis and others are provided to projects 
undertaken by all teaching and administrative 
staff. (A list of the research projects
participated by the Unit is given in Appendix 4.) 
Apart from providing research support, the Unit 
also organizes staff development programme for the 
use of sophisticated statistical packages. 
Training of computer use is given to staff during 
summer vacation. In addition, it provides
consultations to those students who undertake 
directed research c o u r s e s , and tutorial lessons on 
SPCC-PC+ for senior students to tackle the more 




Major Developments; With effect from the 
academic year 1986-87, the Office changed its name 
from the Office of the Dean of Students to Student 
Affairs Office. "Student Affairs” is a broad term 
encompassing, in effect, all non-academic areas of 
student life. The main services provided by the 
Office are Student L i a i s o n , Student Finance, 
Student Activities, Student Welfare, General 
Counselling and Career Planning and Placement.
•鳩
To increase students# participation in sports 
activities, the Council of the Hoag Kong Post- 
Secondary Athletic Association has approved the 
application of our College for membership with 
effect from September 1987. The Association 
organizes athletic competitions among Hong Kong 
tertiary institutions, with the objectives of 
cultivating and promoting sportsmanship among the 
students, and raising the standard of physical 
educators by providing professional activities to 
members.
The Office has built up close relationship 
with other Institutions in the area of Student 
Affairs. Miss Yolanda O.C. Young, the Student 
Counsellor, serves as a council member of 
Association of Psychological and Educational 
Counsellors of Asia and Counsellor of American 
Field Services Interna tional/Iatercultural 
Programmes. Mr. Alex Y.L. Lee, the Administrative 
Assistant, serves as an Executive Committee 
member of Hong Kong Student Services Personnel 
Association.
SL-iff Activities: On 23rd April




Meeting on "The Professionalization of Student 
Services in Tertiary Institutions”. In addition 
to the staff of the Office, it was attended by 
over 50 student affairs personnel from the 
University of Hong Kong, The Chinese University of 
Hong K o n g , Hong Kong Polytechnic, City Polytechnic 
of Hong Kong, Baptist C o l l e g e , Shue Yaa College 
and the University of East Asia, Macau.
On 12 th December 1986, Mr. Yiu-chung Wong, 
Miss Yolanda Y o u n g , Mr. Alex Lee and Miss Be tty 
S.C. Ma of the Office attended the Student Affairs 
Personnel Seminar on "Data Collection for Review 
and Planning of Student Affairs Work in Tertiary 
Institutions in Hong Kong" organized by the 
University of East Asia, Macau.
To help students develop social and cultural 
a w a r e n e s s , assembly talks are held weekly. The 
topics of the talks are intimately re la ted to the 
General Education Programmes. The programme of 
the assemblies for the academic year 1986-87 is 
shown in Appendix 12.
Mr. Yiu-chung Wong, the Dean of Students, was 
invited by the Federation of Students to 
participate In a seminar entitled "The Future of 
China" on 18th October 1986. He served as the 
commentator in the last session on MSino-Japanese 
Di p l o m a c y " .
On 6th November, Mr. Wong gave a talk on 
"Socialism with Chinese Characteristics" organized 
by the China Affairs Committee of the Hong Koag 
Baptist College.
On 8th N o v e m b e r , Mr. Wong also served as a 
commentator in a conference on ..Social Welfare in 
Urban China" organized by the Beijing - Hoag Koag 
Academic Exchange Centre and the General Union of
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Social W o r k e r s .
In addition, Mr. Wong was invited to be one 
of the honorary advisers by the Society of Inter- 
School Debate Competition 1986.
Miss Yolanda Young was invited by the Carmel 
English School to deliver a talk, to parents oa 
f,How to Assist Children in Further Education" on 
7th November 1986.
Personnel Changes; The Office greatly 
regrets that Mr. Yiu-chung Wong, who served both 
as Dean of Students and Lecturer of ifepartment of
Social Sciences, left 
studies in the United 
Chow, Senior Lecturer at 
Literature and History, 
of Students.
the College for further 
States. Dr. Kwok-ching 
the Department of Chinese 
replaces Mr. Wong as Dean
Student Finance Service:_____________ Starting from this
the Student Finance Service is 




million was made available 
representing about 27 percent of the student body. 
Government grants and interest-free loans made up 
86.4 percent of the total amount of financial 
assistance and benefited 232 students. The
maximum Government Grant and Loan for each student 
of higher diploma programme are $3,500 and $4,200 
respectively and the maximum loan for each student 
of honours diploma programme is $7,700. In 
addition, 113 students received scholarships, 
bursaries, interest-free loans provided by
individuals, f i r m s , and organizations. The
composition of available fInancial assistance and 
scholarships, a summary report of the student 
financial aid allocation, and a list of 
Schola r s h i p s , Bursaries and Loans are shown In 
Appendices 1 3， 14 and 15.
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G e neral Counselling S e r v i c e : General Coun­
selling Service is concerned with the overall 
growth of students, such as in a c a d e m i c ,
personal, emot i o n a l , social and vocational a r e a s .
A. Individual Counselling deals with matters
that are unique to the individual 
c o n c e r n e d . On average lt takes fifty 
minutes for a person to be counselled 
within one session. This year there were 
129 recorded visits made by students with 
different problems in 18 a r e a s . Of the 
158 problems concerned, 32% were academic 
in nature; 47% career; and 21%
personal/social. As more study skills 
workshops and talks on further studies 
were organized for students during the 
year, this accounts for the drop in 
individual counselling sessions in the 
academic area.
B . Group programmes on self-developments: 
Two main types of programmes were 
organized for students.
1. Study Skills Workshops: These work­
shops aim to help students to realize 
the problems In study habits while 
lectures are provided to improve the 
study methods of students. A total of 
five workshops were organized with 93 
participants.
2. Career Exploration Workshops: These
workshops aim to help students to 
explore their own value, abilities, 
interest and future plans for their 
careers. Students are also helped to 
develop abilities to evaluate the 
information concerning occupations ia
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relation to their needs and values.
A total of three wor k s h o p s , Involving 
44 students, were org a n i z e d .
Career Placement S e r v i c e :
A. Employment Survey 1986: The 1986 Em­
ployment Survey features information 
concerning the employment situation of 
the June 1986 graduates of the College as 
at 31st December 1986. Questionnaires 
were sent out in early November, 
followed by two follow-a^ letters and 
telephone reminders. The total number of 
graduates of 1986 was 462 and the number 
of respondents was 430. The response 
rate was a very satisfactory 93.1%. k 
summary of the survey findings 
is shown in Appendix 16.
B. Placement Services: The
job
Unit seeks to 
opportunities for ourexplore
students and to serve as liaison between 
employers and students for job placement. 
About 2,000 letters were sent in March 
1987 to commercial and social service 
organizations for placement purposes. 
From 1st August 1986 to 30th June 1987, a 
total of 234 firms offered 924 job 
vacancies for our students to undertake 
vacation, part-time and full-time 
p l a cements. This was a 40% increase in 
companies making such offers over last 
year, during which 168 firms offered 616 
job vacancies.
C. Gareer Resources Cen tre: Informa tion is 
mainly obtained from outside
organizations on a complimentary basis, 
plus those recordings of careers or
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recruitment talks held by the Unit. 
Students use extensively the resources of 
the Centre which include career 
literature, employment situation
information, College catalogues and 
cassettee tapes. Approximately 7,000 
visits were made by students and faculty 
staff throughout the year.
D. Group P r o g r a m m e s ; Group programmes are 
provided for the developmental needs of 
students to investigate career
opportunities within their fields of 
interest, to provide current information 
about employment, to assist them in 
career planning and to provide guidance 
and skills on job search. Details of the 
major group programmes are given in 
Appendix 17, but are summarized as 
follows:
1• Career Orientation and Registration 
S e r v i c e : This Service was first
introduced to 580 students including 
all Year-4 and Year-5 students in the 
academic year 1986-87. Its purpose is 
to help students understand the basis 
of effective career planning, to 
publicize the service of the 
Counselling Unit so as to assist 
students in acquiring and Integra ting 
the Information needed to make 
decisions about educational, career 
and life goals. Up to 30th June 1987, 
we received 498 employment
registrations from our students, 
representing 56% of Diploma students 
requesting the Unit services. Students 
requested the service for career 
counselling, career information, job
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placement service -etc. This shows 
that students appreciate the services 
o f f e r e d .
2. Career Talk Programmes: The aim here 
is to organize w o r k s h o p s , seminars, 
talks concerning occupations useful to 
our students. Specialists from
various fields were invited to share 
their experience and expertise with 
students. The Unit held a series of 
21 career talks attended by 1 ,449 
s tudents.
3. Recruitment Talk Programmes: Represen­
tatives from various businesses 
conducted recruitment exercises on 
c a m p u s . The talks provided students 
with information concerning the nature 
of the work, career prospects, 
remuneration and training opportuni­
ties .
A total of 7 company representatives 
visited the campus for recruitment 
talks attended by 287 students.
4. Job Hunting Technique W o r k s h o p s :
Through these workshops the Unit 
seeks to equip especially the final 
year students with techniques to 
succeed in job-hunting. Application 
letters, resume writing and
Interviewing techniques are stressed. 
This year, the Unit launched five 
workshops with 73 students attending.
5. Talks on Further S tudies and Ex t e rna 1 
Correspondence D e g r e e s : The aim Is to 
provide students with information on 
studies abroad. Students are helped
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to have a better understanding of t^e 
College system in comparison with 
other educational programmes in 
A u s t r a l i a， Canada, U.K and II.S.A. 
Externa丄 Correspondence Degrees and 
courses are also introduced. In 
1986-87 , a total of 33 students 
attended this talk. This eliminated 
the necessity for individual students 
to come for counselling on this m a t t e r ,
Extracurricular Activities: The College 
provides for a range of extracurricular activities 
designed to enrich s tudents^ intellectual, 
cultural and social life here on the Lingnan 
campus.
Affilia ted to the S tudeats^ Union, there are 
currently 15 clubs and 8 societies covering an 
enormous range of religious, s o cial, cultural, 
recreational, sports and academic activities. 
Throughout the academic year 1986-87, the 
Students^ Union, wlth the co-operation of the 
Student Affairs O f f i c e , organized a variety of 
internal extracurricular activities. These 
included major events such as the Orientation 
Camp, Students" Festival "87, the Third New 
Dimensions of Lingnan College Exhibition - "A 
Scope of Years - Lingnan Marks Its New Era" and 
Curriculum Exhibition. They also held joint 
functions with outside organizations, such as "The 
Review of Kong Kong^s Political System and the 
Future Democracy Exhibition" and "China-Hong Kong- 
Macau Joint Post-Secondary Colleges Exhibition", 
which were jointly organized by our Students’ 
Union and Students' Unions of other tertiary 
institutions. (\ list of extracurricular 
activities is shown In Appendix 18.)
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AMENITIES AND FACILITIES
During 1986-87, the College continued to make 
improvements on its campus and facilities and 
equipment. Together these provide a congenial 
environment for teaching and learning.
Through a donation from a Lingnan University 
alumnus, Mr. Hin-shiu Hung, a Chapel/Lecture Hall 
with a seating capacity of about 120 located on 
the first floor of the Ming Hin Hall was completed 
in November 1986. Two other lecture rooms have 
been constructed in the Ming Hin Hall.
With funding from the Lingnan Education 
Organization (L.E.O.), part of the second floor 
area of Ming Hin Hall has been converted into a 
reading room with a seating capacity for about 120 
students.
The Centre for Asian Pacific Studies (CAPS) 
was established in September 1986 on the 6th floor 
of Edward Hall through a grant of US$125,000 from 
the Board of Trustees of Lingnan University to 
further the development of research and to Improve 
teaching standards in the College. It especially 
promotes research on the e c o n o m i c广 political and 
cultural affairs of the Asian Pacific Region.
Also, a Tandberg IS6B equipment with 30 
student booths was installed in the Language 
Laboratory in October 1986 replacing the worn-out 
equipment. The Tandberg system has greatly 
improved the language teaching programmes in the 
C o l l e g e . The Language Laboratory has also been 
air-conditioned and re-designed so that it Is now 
both more spacious and more comfortable.
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\ Word-Processing Centre with several 
microcomputers has been set up on the seventh 
floor of Edward Hall to provide both teaching and 
administrative staff with easier access to word- 
processing facilities.
During the year, an additional IBM-compatible 
microcomputer with a printer was ins tailed in the 
Computer Centre for programme development, and 
five more microcomputers were equipped with hard­
disks for teaching purp o s e s . A number of 
microcomputer software packages including SPSS+ 
were purchased. A microcomputer network system 
was also installed.
In August 1987, renovation v?ork was carried 
out in the Edward Hall building. The Canteen area 
on the lower ground floor and the Student 
Recreation Centre on the first floor were re­
painted to provide a more comfortable environment.
Other recent acquisitions of equipment and 
machines for administrative and teaching purposes 
included three overhead pro j e c t o r s , a slide 
projector, a c a m e r a , a photocopier and a punch- 
binder.
In order to provide more reading space for 
students, the College has plans to convert the 
major portion of the existing carpark area in the 
basement of Edward Hall into a reading room with 
100 reading places. The College is waiting for 
Government approval to the conversion, which 
hopefully would be completed by the end of 1987.
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STAFF CLUB AND CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP NEWS
Staff Club
Enhancing the campus life of the Lingnan 
staff and helping them to maintain good health are 
two of the basic objectives of -the Staff Club. 
Activities are planned to fulfil these two 
o b j e ctives.
The Staff Club jointly co-orgaaized with the 
College the Christmas Celebration and Luncheon 
held on 19th December at the Ming Hin Hall. Mr. 
Peter Ho gave a short talk on "The Meaning of 
Christmas'*. One hundred and twenty staff members 
joined in the celebration.
To celebrate the Lunar New Year with fellow 
staff members and their famil i e s , a Fireworks 
Launch Tour was held on 30th January 1987. One 
hundred and thirty-five participated in this 
event, consisting of buffet dinner, fireworks 
display, games and lucky draw.
To celebrate the 20th Anniversary of the 
College, four Luncheon Seminars were held in 1986- 
87, as f o l lows:
"Health in the Year of Rabit" by Dr. Ka- 
pak Fung, giving valuable guidance on 
how to handle neurosis and stress.
- "The Importance of Dental Care" by Dr. 
Chi-chung Chan on 19th March 1987.
"Easter and You" by Rev. Patrick So on 
16th April 1937.
- "Creative Communication in Teaching In 
Higher Education" by Dr. Pak-kong Yam on 
28th May 1987.
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To strengthen the relationship between 
students and staff m e m b e r s , around 25 staff 
members participated in the Activity Day, which 
was one of the functions of the Students^ Festival 
held on 12th March 1987.
The Staff Club has officially appointed Dr. 
Chi-chung Chan as our Consul ting dentist and Dr. 
Ka-pak Fung as our Consulting medical doctor for 
our staff, who are given discounts when they 
consult these two d o c t o r s .
To promote health among staff m e m bers, the 
Staff Club has organized several sport teams 
including the Tai-chi C l a s s , the Soccer Team and 
the Basketball Team. For recreation, the Club has 
also organized several video shows for staff 
members to enjoy at leisure.
In addition, the Club is planning to have a 
Staff Activity and Recreation Centre on the 3rd 
floor of Ming Hin Hall. The Staff Club is
planning to put several kinds of exercise
equipment for staff m e m b e r s , subject to the
availability of fu n d s . Sporting teams, such as 
table-tennis team, badminton team and other teams 
will be organized. A staff flag will be made to 
use as a symbol of the Staff Club.
Staff Christian Fellowship
During 1986-87, there was an increase in 
membership of the Christian Fellowship. New staff 
were actively joining the weekly Fellowship 
meetings. L u n c h e o n , Bible study, and sharing were 
the major activities. It is anticipated that more 
staff will join Fellowship which hopefully would 
grow both in number and in spirit.
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ALUMNI NEWS
The Lingnan University Alumni Association of 
Hong Kong organized various functions during the 
year. Highlights of the annual events included 
the very successful Christinas Dinner B a l l , and the 
Lantern Display of the Spring Festival of the 
Lunar Calendar. The annual Alumni Day was held in 
the campus of the Lingnan Dr. Chung Wing Kwong 
Memorial Middle School in Kwai Chung, and there 
was an enthusiastic turnout of alumni^
Several members of the Board of Governors and 
the President of the College, Mr. James T. Wu, 
Chairman of Lingaan University Alumni Association, 
Hong Koag, and many other alumni and their family 
members took a trip to Beijing to join other 
alumni coming from Guangzhou and Macau and also 
the Party Secretary, President and other leading 
personalities of Zhongshan University, Guangzhou, 
in gatherings with Lingnan alumni in the capital 
to attend the Founding Ceremony of the Llngnaa 
University Alumni Association of Beijing on 19th 
April 1987.
The Lingnan University Alumni^ Association of 
Hong Kong, in conjunction with Lingnan Education 
Organization and the Lingnan Club hosted a 
reception at the Lingnan Club for the 1986-87 
graduates from the College and the two Middle 
Schools on 13th July 1987. The various Houses 
also held regular dinner gatherings.
Chiu House, the class of 1947, celebrated 
their 40th anniversary with a sumptuous banquet on 
26th July 1987 at the Maximus Palace Restaurant.
Alumni from Hong Kong, Macau and overseas
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participated in the Alumni Day activities of the 
Lingnan University Association of Guangzhou In 
early August 1987. They also celebrated the 60 th 
Anniversary of assumption of responsibilities at 
Lingnan University by a Chinese administration.
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DONATIONS, SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS
The College expresses its gratitude to 
various individuals and organizations for their 
generosity in donating funds for p r o grammes, 
scholarships and l o a n s , equipment and b o o k s . 
These provide an essential source for the 
improvements of the C o l l e g e . Among the donations 
include the following:
The Board of Trustees of Liagna# University 
has provided a grant of US$125,000 to be paid over 
a three-year period starting in the academic year 
1986-87, to enable the College to establish a 
Centre for Asian Pacific Studies.
Mr. Hin-shiu Hung, a member of the Board of 
G o v e r n o r s , has generously dona ted an additional 
HK$100,000 for the installation of central air- 
conditioning la the Chapel/Lecture Hall. 
Previously, Mr. Hung had already dona ted 
H K $ 3 0 0 ,000 towards conversion and renovation of 
the hall.
M r s . Pui-shan Ng Lee has donated HK$220,000 
to meet the expenses involved in the "Visitation 
of the Consultants" which took place in December 
1986.
The Lingaaa University Alumni Association has 
donated H K $ 2 0 0 ,000 for the purchase of mlcro- 
computers and peripheral computer equipment; gave 
an Olympia electronic typewriter to the Students^ 
(Jnioa; and made a gift of HK$20,000 to the College 
for the celebration of i ts 20th Anniversary.
Dr. J . K . Lee and Mr. Wing-tat Lee have 
donated HK$1,000,000 and HK$2,000,000 respectively
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to the Lingnan Education Organization to be used' 
for College development.
For the academic year 1986-87, the College 
received about two million Hong Kong dollars for 
scholarships, bursaries and loans to help students 
finance their studies. For example, an alumnus 
who wishes to be known as "a friend of Lingnan" 
has donated US$25,000 for establishing an Edward 
Chan Memorial Scholarship F u n d ; the American 
Women’s Association dona ted H K $ 1 1 ,000 for 
scholarships; the Hsin Chong - K.N. Godfrey Yeh 
Education Fund donated HK$25,000 for bursaries; 
the Kiangsu and Chekiang Residents Associations 
provided HK$50,000 for interest-free loans; the Li 
Po Chun Charitable Trust Fuad donated H K $ 4 9 ,000 
for scholarships; the Lingnan Education 
Organization donated H K $ 10,000 for bursaries and 
scholarships; the Winsor Education Foundation 
provided HK$100,000 for interest-free loans; and 
the Hong Kong Government provided H K $ 1 ,711,800 for 
interest-free loans and grants to our students, 
representing an increase of 2.4% from 1985-86. A 
list of S c holarships, Bursaries and Loans for 
1986-87 is givea In Appendix 15.
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DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The College regularly receives a great number 
of distinguished visitors including scho l a r s , 
e x p e r t s , government officers and friends from far 
and near. This provides an opportunity for 
exchange of views and cooperation. A list of 
Distinguished Visitors is given in Appendix 19.
Among some of these visits in chronological 
order are as follows:
P r o f . Lei Zhang, Vice-Director; and P r o f . 
Nan-sheng Zhang, Vice-President: Guangdong
Provincial Academy of Social Sciences, gave three 
talks on the life and deeds of Dr. Sun Yat-sen at 
the Collegers Academic Forum held in commemoration 
of Dr. Sua^s 120th Birthday on 30th October 1986. 
The visitors were accompanied by Mr. Shuzhi Hu, 
Division Chief of the Department of Culture and 
Education of Xinhua News Agency (Hong Kong 
B r a n c h ) .
P r o f . San-rui Deng, Director; P r o f . Guo-hua 
Zhang and Prof. Wei-de Xu of Harbin Shipbuilding 
Engineering Institute visited the College from 
10th to 17th November 1986. They discussed with 
the President and other staff about establishing 
academic exchanges between the two institutions.
Prof. Xian-qia Meng, President; and Prof. 
Shi-rong Weng, Dean of Faculty of Arts; Shanghai 
University, visited the College on 17th November 
1986 to exchange views on furthering academic 
exchanges between the two institutions.
Prof. Wen-tong Xie of Zhoagshan University 
came to the college as a visiting scholar from 6th
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to 14th December 1986. He gave two public 
lectures on the translation of Chinese classical 
poetry.
A group of six Consultants were invited to 
visit the College from 15th to 19th December 1986 
to give advice on the improvements and future 
development of the College. They w e r e : Dr. 
William D . C a r michael, former Professor of 
Management, currently Vice-President, Developing 
Country Programme, Ford Foundation; Prof. Gregory 
C. Chow, Professor of Economics a t  Princeton 
University; Prof. Susan Dev, former Professor of 
Accounting at the London School of Economics; 
Prof. Brian Lofts, OBE, J P , Professor of Zoology 
at the University of Hong Kong and member of the 
Education Commission; Prof. David P o l l a r d , 
Professor of Chinese Studies at the London School 
of Oriental and African Studies; and the Hon. 
Maria Tam Wai Chu, O B E , JP, Barrister, and member 
of the Education Commission, Executive Council 
and Legislative Council.
Prof. Jia-kang Ye, President; P r o f . You-hai 
Wei, Vice-President; and Prof. Zhea-le Wang, 
Chairman of Department of Management,; Wuyi 
University visited the College to exchange views 
on tertiary education.
\ group of twenty British academics 
representing different tertiary institutions 
(universities and colleges, polytechnics and 
Scotish CIS) made a fact finding visit to the 
College on 17th February 1987. They were: Ms. 
A. Ford (Sheffield University), Mrs. S. Peterkin 
(Brighton Polyt e c h n i c ) , Mr. J.E.G. White 
(Wolverhampton Polyte c h n i c ), Dr. G . Bremble 
(Oxford P o l y t echnic), Mr. George Goldspink
(Middlesex Polytechnic), Mr, 
of Central L o n d o n ) , Mr. G.
C.J. Lea (Polytechnic 
Coleman (Portsmouth
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Polytechnic), Mr. David Prior (University of 
L i v erpool), Dr. Peter Reed (QMC), Mr. Richard 
Allard (QMC) , Mr. P.J. Robins (Loughborough Univ 
re c h ) , Dr. J .A. Ogden (University of R e a d i n g ) , Mr. 
R.D.W. Betts (University of Reading), Mr. C. 
Roberts (Polytechnic of W a l e s ) , Mr. M. Crouch 
(Polytechnic of Wales), Mr. G . Low (University of 
Y o r k ) , Dr. K.G. Stagg (U C Swansea), Mr. G. Hubert 
(Manchester Polytechnic), Mr. C . S . Riley and Dr. 
Hannah (University of E d i n burgh).
Mr. Roger G a r c i a , District Officer; Miss 
Carmen Chiu, Assistant District Officer; Mr. W.K. 
Tsang, External Relations Officer; and Miss 
Margaret Cheung, Liaison Officer; Wanchai District 
Office, paid a visit on 15th May 1987 to establish 
closer links with the College and further contact 
with the Students^ Union.
Dr. Hall F. Duncan, an alumnus of Lingnan 
University and Ambassador of goodwill and 
friendship for the State of Arkansas of the United 
States, paid a visit on 15th May 1987. He brought 
with him a letter from the Governor, the 
Honourable Bill Clinton, who invited the President 
to visit his State so that they could begin a 
dialogue for future cultural and educational 
cooperation, and the establishment of exchange 
programmes among institutions of higher learning 
of the two r e g ions.
Mr. Alan F, Fox, Director for Master^s 
Programme in Accounting and F i n a n c e , University of 
Stirling, Scotland, visited the College on 3rd 
Juae 1987 to explore the possibility of admitting 
Lingnan graduates directly into the Master^s 
Programme a t his University.
A delegation from Beijing Personnel Service 
Corporation for Diplomatic Mission (PSCDM) and the
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Beijing Diploma tic Service Bureau (D S B ) visited 
the College on 2nd July. It consisted of Mr. 
Yihuai Yang, General Manager of PSCDM; Mr. Xizhu 
Song, Chief of Personnel Office of PSCDM; M r . 
Biagsheng Wang, Deputy Director of the Training 
Centre of DSB; and Ms. Wei K o n g , Chief of Section 
of the Training Centre of DSB. The delegation was 
accompanied by Mr. Kar-kui Y u , President of the 
Taxation Institute of Hong Kong; Mr. Ka-kau Tsang 
and Mr. Siu-ming Chan, respectively the Chairman 
and member of the Promotion Sub-committee of the 
Association of the Institute of Chartered 
Secretaries & Administrators (ICSA) in Hong Kong; 
and Ms. Anita Cheung, Executive Administrator of 
ICSA. The delegation came to find out about 
Lingnan C o l l e g e , particularly about its study 
programmes of Company Secretaryship and 
Administration and of Accountancy.
Dr. Nelson Nee, Vice-President; Mr. John R. 
Walker, School of Hospitality Management; and Dr. 
St M r s . DeiMyer from United States International 
University ( U S I U ) , San Diego, visited the College 
on 15th August 1987 to discuss preparation for 
conducting classes on Lingnan campus in 1988, in 
accordance with the Cooperation Agreement be tween 
the College and USIU.
Mr. David L e w i s , Executive Director of Policy 
and Resources of the Ministry of Education of 
Western Australia, visited the College on 17th 
September. He came to explore the possibility of 
interchange of courses and students, and of 
accepting transfer credits from Lingnan graduates 
by the tertiary institutions in Wes tern Australia.
M r . John F r a z e r , Chief Secretary of the 
British Council for National Academic Awards 
(CNAA) visited the College on 19th September. He 
gave some general Information on the forthcoming
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P r o f . Qi.Tiao Chen, President of the Shaaghal 
Institute for International Studies, visited the 
College on 21st September and gave a galk on 
"Chinese Foreign Policy Adjustments in the 
1980s".





- 1 4 / 3 / 8 7  Students' Festival 87
(organized by i he St ude m  s ' 
Uni o n )
3/3/87 - 5/3/87 - Internariona】 Workshop on
"The Sr ai e of East and Sout h- 
easr Asian Studies in China, 
Singapore and Hong Kong 
since 1979”
(organized by r he Cent re for 
Asian Pacific Studies)
17/3/87 一  Seminar on "Economj c and Trade 
Relari ons Between Chi na and 
Hong Kong"
(organized by rhe Department 
of M a n a gement)
20/3/87 - Seminar on "The Role of Hong 
Kong in China's Internat j onal 
Business DevelopmentM 
(organi zed by the Department 
of Marketing)
30/4/87 - Seminar on '*Insr i t uri on and 
Erhics”
(organa zed by rhe General 
Education Di vi si on)
1/5/87 - Seminar on "Terr i ary Educati on 
and rhe Professions11
(organi zed by rhe Department 
of Accountancy Sr udi es in 
co-operation with the Associa­
tion of Accounrancy & Company 
Secret ari a 1 Sr udi e s )
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3/6/87 - 5/6/87 - Internationa] Symposium on 
"The Emergi ng Relations 
Berween China and Southeast 
As] a: Limitations and Oppor- 
t uni t i e § M
(organized by the Centre for 
Asian Pacific Studies)
4/8/87 - 6/8/87 - '’A Score of Years - Lingnan 
Marks a New Era" Exhibition 
(organized by the Students' 
Uni on)
17/8/87 - 18/8/87 - Conference on "Creative
Wri t* i ng and Writing Ski 1] s'* 
(organized by the Department 
of Chinese Literature and 
Hi story)
8/11/87 - Anni.versary/Alumnj Day Dj nner 
[co-organj zed by Lj ngnan College 
and the Lingnan University A]umnj 
Assocj ati on (Hong K o n g ) ]
30/12/87 - Semi nars and Workshops on 
MProfessi onal Counsellj ng 
and Psychotherapy**
[co-organj zed by the Counsel 1j ng 
Und t and the Assocj atj on of 
Psycho]ogj cal and Educationa] 
Counsellor^ of As: a (Hong Kong 





De pa r t me nt of Chinese La t erai art and Hi si ory
Parr-time Lecturer:
- TSANG, Chun-pong, BA(CUHK)
- WONG, Siu-hong, Dip(H.K. C o l l .)； MA(Grad. Sch. 
of C h i . Lit., H . K. Buddhi sr C o】I .)
Department of EngJ j sh and Translat j on
Vj sj t j ng Associate P r o f e s s o r :
- LI, Jj-mj n g , Dj p ( Zhongshan); Postgrad(Bej ji ng 
I n s t . of Forei gn L a n g .)
Assj stant L e c t u r e r：
- LAU, Kin-chj, BA(HK)
Part-tjme Lecturer:
- TSANG, Wjng-tat, Djp(Inst. of Hjgher Chj . S t u dies)； 
Final Dj p(M. I .L. ) (I n s t . of Ljngujsts, U.K.)
FACULTY OF BUSINESS
Department of Accountancy Studies 
Assistant L e c t u r e r :
- FONG, Kwong-yee, BBA, MBA(Simon Fraser)
Comput er_ Studi es
Head:
- HIMSWORTH, B r o o k e , BSc(Sussex); M S c , PhD( L o n d.)； 
MBCS
Depart ment of Management 
Assistant L e c t u r e r :
- H U A N G , Solomon AJan, HonDip(Lingnan Coll); 
PosrgradDj p, M B A ( W a l e s )
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Department of Market i ng 
Head ：
- STEELE, H enry Charles, B 2 c (B i r m i n g h a m  Col], of 
C o m m e r c e ); M A ( Lane ast e r ); Mlnsr M; MHKIM
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Senior Lectu r e r :
- CHE, Wai-ki n, BA, MA(Mi ssi ssi ppi Coll.); PhD 
(Nort h Texas St are)
L e c t u r e r :
- FRENCH, Carolyn, CQSW(Medway & Maidstone Coll.); 
M S c , PhD(Sarrey)
Assi sranr Lec t u r e r s：
- LI, P a n g-kwong, BA(Narn]• Ch e n g c h i ); MA(York)
- WONG, Ping-sum, TeachCerr(Northcote Coll, of 
Ed.); BA(Concordi a )； MA(Si mon Fraser)
Parr-ta me Lecturer:
- AU YEUNG, Pik-fun, BSocSc(East Asia); MA(Lond.)
CENTRE FOR ASIAN PACIFIC STUDIES
Visiting Sfrdor R e s e archer:




(Approved for funding bv • hf Co 11e g e )
FACULTY OF ARTS
Depari merit of Chi ne sf Li i erai ure and His 卜）rv
M r . Yuan Yang The Dist ri bui i un of H-i si o l l c a I 
Figures in ihe East ern Han 
Dvnasi y
Deparrment of English and Translation
D r . Chiug-kiu Chan Text ual Strategies and i he 
Crisis of Modernit y in Con- 
remporary Cull a r e s： A C o m ­
parative Analysis
Mr. Sui-sang Mok A Cont rasrive Analysis of 
Temporal Specifications in 
English and Chinese and lx s 
Relevance to the Teaching 
of English i o Chinese St udents
FACULTY OF BUSINESS
Depart ment of Account ancy Studies 
A1J Teaching Staff A Study of ihe Compat i bi1iry 
of rhe Practice of Accountancy 
in Mainland China and Hong 
Kong
Department of Computer Studies
Dr. Wai-suen Yeung Microcomputer and Network 
Int erface; Int erconnect ion 
Problem - Local Area Net work
Depari m e m  oi Managt-rnc-ni
Miss Eva Khong 6i 
Mr. Wai-kit Ng
Managemeni Problems of Sf 1 ec t ecl 
Joint Vein ures Bel ween Hong 
Kong and H a r b i n， China
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Mr. Wang-bun Ying - A Study of Job Satisfaction
of Factory Workers in t he 
Shumzhum Special Economic 
Zone
Department of Marketing
Mr. Kwok-fai Lau - Impact of Uniform on Corporate
Image - Banking Sector in Hong 
Kong as an Example
Mr. On-hong Lau - Are the Bankers in Hong Kong
Satisfied with the Quality 
of Our Business Graduates
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Dr. Wei Djao - A Comparative Study of Police-
Community Relations in Dealing 
with Organized Crime: Hong 
K o n g , Guangzhou, Toronto and 
San Francisco
CENTRE FOR ASIAN PACIFIC STUDIES
Dr. Herbert Yee - A Comparative Analysis of
Investment Environment in 
China and Hong K o n g : The 
Case of Hotel Industry
- China-Indonesia Relations:





(Assj st ed by Research Support Uni t )
1) "The Pot e m  ial Deve 1 opmeni 
iion for Professionai 
Hong Kong" by Miss Susana 
Depart meat of Accouni ancy St
of Disi aace Eduid 
Qualificaiions l n
L . M . Yuen of i he 
u d i e s .
2) "The Employmeni Criteria of Businebs Firmb 
on College Graduates Majoring in Social 
Sciences" by the Department of Social Sciences.
3) ’Social Life in r he New T o w n : Shai in" by 
Dr. Angela Djao and M r . Wing-kin Law of 
the Department of Social S c i e n c e s .
4) "A Public Opinion Survey Towards the Est ablish- 
meni of r he Commissioner for Administration: 
A Case Study on rhe Local Citizens of Centra】 
and Western District’* by Mr. Hong-kin Kwok 
of rhe Department of Social Scie n c e s .
5) ’ •Conflict ual Aspects of the Law of the S e a : 
The Case of the South China Sea*' by D r . 
Frances F . W. Lai of the Department of Social 
S c i e n c e s .
6) "Value Orient at ions of Some Chinese Leaders 
1955-64 & 1982-86： A Quantitative Exploration" 
by D r . Frances F . W. Lai of t he Depart merit 
of Social Scie n c e s .
7) MR e 1ations Between Political and Economical 
Development in Asian NICs" by Dr. Frances 
F .W. Lai of the Department: of Social Sciences.
8) MHong Kong's Daya Bay Nuclear Plant Debate: 
What is ihe Real Issue?" by Dr. Herbert
Yee of Cent re for Asian Pacific Studies
and M r . Yi a-chung Wong of i he Depart m e m  
of Social Sciences.
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^ ) "A Bibi iogiaphy of Si udies on Easi and Sou丨 h- 
(ast Asian Affairs 1 n China and H(mg Kong" 
by Ceni re for Asian Pacitit St u d i e s .
0 ) "Survey on i hf Genera I Needs of Our St udenr s M 
by i he Siudent Affairs Office.
1) "Graduale E m p l o y m e m  Sur v e y  1 9 8 6 M by rhe 
C o u n s e l l i n g  U n i r .
9?
/Lppendj x *>
O C C A S I O N A L  PAPER SERIES 
1986-87
1 ) C h a n , Chj ng-kj u , Stephen, "How Chinese is » h(
Brec hi j an Theatre and Hou Bre( ht i an i hf
C h i n e s e ?”， L j ngnan Cp J I e g e  Occasional Paper
Serjes (November 1987 ).
2) L a i , Fung-wai , F r a n c e s , " C o n f 1 ict aaJ Aspeci s 
of the L a w  of the S e a： The Case of rhe Sourh 
Chj na S e a " , Lj ngnan C o l J e g e  Occasi onaJ Paper 
Serj es (November 1987 ).
3) Laj , Fung-wai , F r a n c e s , MVaJ ue Ori ent at j ons
of Some Chi nese L e a d e r s  1955-64 and 1982-86: 
A Quantj tatj ve E x p l o r a t i o n’、 L j ngnan _ C 〇]lege 
Occasj onal Paper Serjes (N ovember 1987).
A ) N g , Eleanor, " Survey on C〇] 1ect i ons on Southeast 
Asj an Studj es j n Hong K o n g " , Lj ngnan C o l lege
Occasj ona] Paper Serj (November 1987).
5) Wong, Yj u - c h u n g , "Four Character]stj cs j n the
Development of S o c i o l o g y  i n Chj na after 1979", 
Lj ngnan C o l l e g e  Occasj onal Paper Serj es (November 
1987)^""
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A P P E N D I X  6 
P U B L I C A T I O N S
FACULTY OF ARTS
Depart me m  of C h inese Lir eraiure and Hist or y
Chtng, C h . - b u n  - ” 姜白 石 合 肥 情 詞 繫 年 新 编 ”
("A N e w  Chronological Order 
of Jiang B a i - s h i 's Ci W r i t i e u  
in r he N e i g h b o u r h o o d  of He 
F e i，" ） Zhong g u o  Y u w e n _ J i k a n  
N o . 4 (Seprember 1986^ : 33-40.
- 五 代 史 記 之 古 文 (T_h_e Hist ory
of F^ve_ Dyriasr ies a
Cl a s s i c a l  P e r s p e c t i v e，）（Hong 
K o n g , Yuet Ngar Cijturai 
Service Co. L r d ., O c t o b e r  
1986).
- " 張采田、爾 田 名 號 小 考 ”
(’An Investigat ion intro rhe 
N a m e s  of a C h inese Scholar 
- C hang C a i - t i a n  Er-tian,") 
L i n g n a n  C o l l e g e  Occasio^ial 
Pap e r s  No. 5 (October 1 98^)
吳 铸 詩 輯 佚 " （"A C o m p i l a t i o n  
of Wu Qia o ' s  Poems,") T h e _ C o n -  
tinenr Magazine V o】. I k '  No. 1 
• 一
Lau, Kin-ming M 評 雷 家 驥 ••狐 爝 偏 能 惑 主 • 武
則天的精押與心理分析 " （"A
R e v i e w  of P s y c h o h i s t o r y  of 
E x press Wu by Lli Chi a  Chi,") 
B u H e r i n  of S o c i e t y  of T'ang 
Historical Vol . i 1987):
77 -90~
- ”評 陳 克 明 ：韓 愈 述 評 ” （"A 
Revi e w  of a Cri t lc al Biography 
by C h ' e n  Ke M m , " )  Reader's 
C o m p a n i o n  Vol 5 (1987): 28 
3i'~
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L e u n g , Ka i - l o h
Tam, Chue n - k i
W u , W i n g - c h i u
- M tt 說 ‘錦瑟 ’ （"Also Some 
R e m a r k s  on 'The Ornameur ed 
Zi r h e r ' ,") Lingnan College 
Occasional Papers No. 4 
(October 1986~).
u 平 和 與 和 平 ••（ uf
Mind and P e a c e , ") Hong Kong 
L i t e r a t u r e  M o n t h l y  Nos. 27 
and~ 28~ ( 1 9 8 7 V：" 87-90 and 
80-84 respectively.
• " 從 一 封 信 到 兩 件 事 M ("Fro?
One Letter to Two M a t t e r s ,’）
Mo n t h l y
N ~  2~f (1 9 8 6 ) ' 10 - 13 .
- 祭壤佳里  ( J i t a n j a J i ) (Hong 
K o n g； Xiang j i a n g  Publishing 
Co., 1987).
- ”費 經 虡 ：雅倫 中國古代一部
重 要 的 修 辭 學 資 料 匯 编 ” （"A
C o l l e c t i o n  of M a t erials on 
Fei J i n g y u 's Yalun, an 
Important Book on Rheroric 
in Ancient C h i n a ,") Wangji 
^ n Lu nwe nj i 
〒1 9 ^ ~ ) 1 _ 2 3 5二3石8_. _
- "文 言 不 死 ，白話不白，漢字拼音化
不化 論言文一致之謬妄•’
("The C 丄acrsica] Language is 
not D e a d； rhe V ernacular 
Tong ；e i〇 not Plain; t he 
R o m a u i z a： ion of r he Chinese 
C h a r a c t e r s  is U n r e a s o n a b l e ,’） 
L i n g n a n  Folk No. 38 ( 1987).
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-•• ：tw ti ： -
 ̂ ^  ^  " ("The Fu of Han 
and t he P o l i l ies of Han - On 
l he Theme of Nat i onaJ Prosperj r y 
i n Si ma Xj a n g r u 1s Fu Wrjij n g s ,M ) 
Xjnya Xuebao V o J . 15 (1986): 253- 
286~
Y a n g , Yuan - M 西 漢 人 物 的 地 理 分 佈 M ("The
T e r rito rical Disr ribut ion of 
H istorical Figures in the 
W e s t e r n  Han D y n a s t y , M ) Yout h 
Q u a r t e r ] y  Vo]. 1 9， N o . 12 
(~1986~)1~1-32.
Departmenr of En g l i s h  and T r a n s l a t i o n
Chan, C h i n g - k i u  - " 從 「現代」的 危 機 到 「另一種」實
踐 - - 泛論當前香港的文化政治 "
("From the Cris i s  of M o d e r n i t y  
to the P o s s i b i l i t y  of A l t e r n a t i v e  
P r a c t i c e s： Cultural Poli t i c s  in 
C o n t e m p o r a r y  Hong K o n g，’） Bafang 
L i t e r ary^Journal V o l • 6 (August
1987~)1' 2ll-228~."
FACULTY OF BUSINESS
Depart ment of A c c o u n t a n c y  Studies
H o w a r d , Leslie* R. - "Advanced Branch Accou n t i n g  -
rhe E x a m i n a t i o n  Approach," 
C h a r t e r e d  A s s o c i a i i o n  of Cert i - 
f ied Account ant s S t u d e n t s’
News] et 1 er , Novembt-1 1 986 .
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- 'financial A n a l y s i s  and C o m p a n y  
R eports I & II," Hong Kong 
S o c i e t y  of Account ant s Si u d e m  s 
Ne/wslet t f r , December 1986 and 
J a nuary  1987 respectj v e l y .
- " S tandards and Their Recog n i z e d  
A u t h o r i t y , *' M e m b e r s  of Hong Kong 
Societ.y_ of Accountant s N e w s l e t t e r , 
A p r I T l 9 8 7 . ~ '
Depart merit_ ^omput er Sr udies
* H i m sworrh, Brooke - "Low Cost A u t o m a t i o n  - The Way
F o r w a r d ," A u t o r e c h 187 C o n f e r e n c e , 
(Hong K o n g : Hong Kong P r o d u c t ] v j t y  
Council, 1987): 27-33.
M a nagement
Shih, T a-lang 台 灣 加 工 出 口  E 之 回 II與 前 膽 "
(.’The Export Processing Zone in 
T a i w a n： Past and F u t u r e，" ） Yearj 
book_ of_ C h i n a 's S p e c ± a 3_ E c p n〇mic
r_ J 2-^2 _ JPr
ing C h i n a 1s Op e n  Pol i c y  (Hong 
K o n g : Y e a r b o o k  of China's 
Special Economic Zones Publishing 
C o m p a n y , Summer 1986): 586-596•
* N e w  Staff
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- 案 始 末 及 其 影 《r' ("The Case 
of Y u n n a n  Evenr and Irs Impact 
on the Management of Sino- 
B rirish Fo r e i g n  R e l a t i o n s , M ) 
in Mojiographs of_ t he_ Chijiese, 
Modern_ H i s t o r i c a 1 _ I s s u e ^  ,
Vo] • 14 edited by the Chinese 
Cultura] Ren a i s s a n c e  C o m m i s s i o n  
(1986): 109-128.
- ”胡 墦 邦 下 台 與 党 内 劂 争 " （"The 
S r e p d o w n  of M r . Hu and rhe C C P 's 
Power S t r u g g l e , M ) Hong Kong 
Economic Journa 1_ Monthly, M a r c h  
1987^ ~ Q ~ n ~
- ”論 香 港 的 民 主 前 齒 " （"The 
Prospect of D e m o c r a c y  in Hong 
Kong,'*) ibid, April 1987,
14-21.
- ” 公 共 立 埸 無 私 見 " （"No Personal 
Views in Public P o s i t i o n , ") 
ibid, June 1987, 32-3A.
痛渴丄義丨丨獨？< ••( " L e a d e r s h i p  
Does Nor M e a n  D i c t a t o rship,") 
ibid, July 1987, 26-37.
Y i n g , W a n g - bun _ "A Case of Automatic Salary
R e v i e w  S y s r e m , " Pejsonne]
Management Journal , June 1987 ,------------ - ------------
- "How to Dea] w i t h  rhe A s p i r a t i o n s  
of Young School L e avers in ihe 
Employment: Market ,M Pro c e e d i n g s  
of_vhe Seminar on C a reers Educaj 
t ion '87 (Labour Depart ment and 
E d u c a t i o n  Depart m e n r , JuJ y 1987 ).
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Chan, C h i-fai 
(Former Head) & 
Lee, K am-hon 
(CUHK)
Chan, C h i - f a i  & 
Cheu n g  C h a u - k i u  
(CUHK)
Chan, C h i-fai & 
Sin Yar-ming 
(CUHK)
L a u , Kwok - f a i  h 
Chan, C hi-fai
Lau, Kwok-fai & 
C h a n , W a i-see
Lau, Kwok-fai & 
L a u , O n -hong
- " O rganizaiional Culluif and
S a l e s p e r s o n ' s  Ethical Posii i o n , '* 
Occasional Papers 
No. 3 ^ O c t o b e r  1986).
- "The Social & Economic C o n s i d e r a ­
tions of A d v e r t i s i n g  in Hong K o n g : 
An  LISREL A n a l y s i s , "  P r o c e e d i n g s  
of_ Confjjejice_ on_ "Thf C h a n g i n g
_ 9l- _ i-IL
K o n g 11 (Hong Kong Baptist* Col lege, 
AprjT 1987), 64-68.
- "The I d e n r i f i c a t i o n  of Miscon- 
c e p r i o n s  B e t w e e n  Agenc i e s  and 
A d v e r t i s e r s : An Exp l o r a t o r y  
Study in Hong K o n g ,'* Pro c e e d i n g s  
of 1987_A W A _ W i n t e r E d u c a t o r s’ 
Co n f e r e n c e  on "Marketing Theory"
(A m e r i c a n  M a r k e t i n g  A s s o c i a t i o n ) .
- ” 廣告界不應迷信 CPM的 神 話 "
("The M y t h  of CPM,") Hong Kong 
Economic Journal Monthly, Decem- 
ber~ 1986,~ U 2 3 6
- " U n i f o r m  for Bank TelJers in 
Hong Kong - A  C r o s s f c u l 1 ura] 
C o m p a r i s o n , " dings of
C o n f e r e n c e  on_"The Changing 
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s t r a t i o n  of One-Co u n r r y -  
T w o - Systems
Mr. C h u n - y i n g  Siu - The Role of Hong Kong in
C h i n a ' s  International 
Busi n e s s  Development
- Mar ke t i n g  in the 9 0 1s : 
C h a n g e s  and Chall e n g e s
F A C U L T Y  OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Dr. Wei Djao Policy Research- A s p e c t s  of
A p p l i e d  Social Sciences
G E N E R A L  EDU C A T I O N  DIVISION




(A p p r o v e d  for fund:ng by rhe C o J ]e g e )
FACULTY OF ARTS
Depart raeni of E n g l i s h  and Transl-at ion
Dr. C h i n g - k i u  C h a n - Fifth Quadrennial Inter- 
national C o m p a r a t i v e  
Liter a t u r e  Confe r e n c e  
( C o mparative Liter a t u r e  
Assoc i a t i o n )
Mr. Sui- s a n g  Mok - Second ILE International 
S e minar on 'Rediscovering 
C o n t i n u i n g  Ed u c a t i o n  for 
L a n g u a g e  T e a c h e r s '
( Institute of Language in 
E d u c a t i o n ) .
FACULTY OF BUSINESS
P eP ^ r l A c c o u n t a n c y  St'udies
M r . M i n g -po Wong - C h i n a  T a x a t i o n
(The T a x a t i o n  Institute of 
Hong  Kong)
Miss Lai-mei Yuen - Banking O r d i n a n c e  1986 
(Hong Kong S o c i e t y  of 
Account: ant s)
^ Pi _ Pi _
M r . T z e - y a n  Li - M a n a g i n g  Current' Human 
Re s o u r c e s  Issues in the 
Turbulent Environment 
(Hong Kong P r o d u c t i v i t y  
Cent r e )
Miss K w a n - 1ing Ng - Psychological Tools in 
Management
(Vocat ional Trai n i n g  Cent r e )
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H u m a n  R e s o u r c e s  Management 
in Special Economic Zones 
in C hina
(Hong Kong Indust rta] 
R e l a t i o n s  A s s ociation)
Mr. Wai-kit Ng - F u n c t i o n s  of Unions 
( C h r i s t i a n  Industrial Committ e e )
Mr, W a n g - b u n  Ying - F u n c t i o n s  of Unions 
( C h r i s t i a n  Industrial Commit t e e )
Department of Mar k e t i n g
Miss W a i - s e e  C h a n  - The C h a n g i n g  Environment of 
Management: in Hong Kong 
(Hong Kong Baptist College)
M r . Kwok-fai Lau - The C h a n g i n g  Environment of 
M anagement in Hong Kong 
(Hong Kong Baptist College)
Mr. O n - h o n g  Lau - The C h a n g i n g  Environment of 
Mana g e m e n t  in Hong Kong 
(Hong Kong Baptist College)
M r . L a i - c h e u n g  L eung 一 The C h a n g i n g  Environment of 
M anagement in Hong Kong 
(Hong Kong Baptist College)
M r . C h u n - y i n g  Siu - A s i a - P a c i f i c  P e r s p e c t i v e s  in 
International Business 
(Universiti P e r t a n i a n  Mala y s i a  
& A c a d e m y  of International 
Business)
F ACULTY  OF  SOCIAL SCIENCES
M r . K w o k - 1 e u n g  Fung - Fouri e e n r h  Annual C o n f e r e n c e  
of E u r o p e a n  A s s o c i a t i o n  for 
R e s e a r c h  in Indust rial E c o nomics 
(E u r o p e a n  A s s o c i a t i o n  for 
R e s e a r c h  in Indusrrial K c o n o m t c s )
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M r . H o n g - k i n  Kwok - 8th International S y m p o s i u m
on A s i a n  Study 
(International Cent re for 
Asian S i u d i e s )
G ENERAL  E D U CATION DIVISION
Dr. Po-keung Ip - 5th Annual E d u c a t i o n  C o n ­
ference
(Hong Kong Ed u c a t i o n  Rese a r c h  
Associ a t i o n )
D r . Si-wai Man - 5th Annual Edu c a t i o n  C o n ­
ference
(Hong Kong Ed u c a t i o n  R e s e a r c h  
A s s o c i a t i o n )
L I B R A R Y
Miss M e i - o n  Au Yeung - N e w  I n f o r m a t i o n  T e c h n o l o g y
for L i b r a r y  and Inf o r m a t i o n  
P r o f e s s i o n a l s  (First Pacific 
Con f e r e n c e )
( organized by Dr. C h i n g - c h i h  
Chen)
Miss K a i - s i n  C h a n  - Use of IBM Personal C o m p u t e r s
for L i b r a r y  and Media A u t o ­
m a t i o n
(Hong Kong Bapt ist Col l e g e )
Miss M e i - s h u e n  Fok - Use of IBM Personal C o m p u t e r s
for L i b r a r y  and Media Auto- 
mat i o n
(Hong Kong Bapt ist Col l e g e )
STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE
Mr. Y e -lick Lee - Studenf A f f a i r s  P e r s o n u e】
Meeting
(Un i v e r s i t y  of East Asia, Macau)
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Miss Siu - c h i n g  Ma - Student A ffairs Personnel
Meeiing
(Un i v e r s i t y  of Easi A s i a , 
M a c a u )
Mr. Y i u - c h u n g  Wong - Student A f f a i r s  Personnel
Meet ing
(Un i v e r s i t y  of East A s i a , 
M a c a u )
Miss O i - c h u n  Young - W o r k s h o p  on Career and Life
Plann i n g
(Hong Kong Baptist College)
- Student: Af f a i r s  Personnel 
M e eting




LIBRARY MAJOR BOOK DONORS
1) Mr . W .Y . Chan 397 volumes
2) The C h inese Uni versi i y of 
Hong Kong
338 volumes
3) Z h o n g s h a n  (Sun Yatsen) 
University, Gu a n g z h o u
253 volumes
4) Hong Kong P o l y technic Li b r a r y 153 v o lumes and 
3 titles of 
mi crofi che
5) Mr. C.W. Wu 124 v olumes
6) Mr. T i m - f o o k  Tsui 85 v o lumes
7) Mr. L a m 72 v o lumes
8) Cent re for A s i a n  Pacific 
Studi es
43 v o lumes
9) M r . Ling-fai Fung 30 volumes
10) M r . K w o k-ming Yue n 23 v〇]umes
11) M r . T . C . Yung 18 volumes
12) Hong Kong T rade Development 
Counci 】
24 v olumes
13) Hong Kong P u b l i s h e r s  and 
D i s t r i b u t o r s  Assocj ati on
14 volumes




6 n c y c ]opfdi a )
Persona] Donors : 4A
Insi i t ui i ona] Donors ： 87
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L I B R A R Y  S T A T I S T I C S  
1985-87
A P P E N D I X  11
1985/86 1986/87
(as of 15 August 1986) (as of 26 Auqust 198 7)
i .Book Acquisitions
Number of volumes ordered
Number of volumes received through 
purchase
Number of volumes received through 
gift and exchange
Total volumes received (including 
cassettes)







Total items in Library Collection
1. Serials
Number of Journals, Annuals and 
irregulars currently subscribed
Number of Journals, Annuals and 




Number of monographs strengthened 
Number of periodicals bound
久 9 5 3 〉 4,057
i,765 (Kuql.sh, 89s 
(Chinese)^^1,104’ 2,130




二> 4 , 5 4 5
(Chinese)
S7,
4 1 5 - ^
652
S92
















(as of IS Auqust 1986) (as of if' 八ijqu.st: 1987)
、，ataloguing
Number of titles catalogued i,209 2,86? (English;
1,513 1,682 (Chinese)
Number of titles to be catalogued 626 1,081 (English, sent 
for lamination)
56 846 (Chinese, not cat
Number of Vertical Files established 259 260
Use of Library
Persons using the Library 84,785 108,491
Number of seats 192 192
Number of registered readers 986 1,188
New registrations 633 659
Renewals 320 500
Graduate borrowers 16 14
Graduate readers 17 15
Number of Loans 









Number of Overdue books processed 4,501 5,593
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P R O G R A M M E  OF C O L L E G E  A S S E M B L I E S
A P P E N D I X  12
DATE S P E A K E R / O R G A N I Z E R TOPIC
16/10/86 M r . C h i - c h i n g  Wong 
T e l e v i s i o n  B r o a d c a s t s  Ltd
T \ P r〇dur» 1 »>'
! •
30/10/86 Acad e m i c  F o r u m  on the Li fe of Dr Sun Yat-sen
(in commeiporati on of the 120th Blrr h d a y  of Dr Sun Vai )
Prof Xd-ql C h e n  
P r o f e s s o r  of the Hi story 
Department of Z h o n g s h a n  
Uni versl ty
The beginning of Dr Sun tai 
s f n•s R e v o l u t i o n a r y  A c tivities  
and Hong Kong
P r o f . Lei Zhang 
V i c e - D i r e c t o r  of G u a n g d o n g  
Prov i n c i a l  A c a d e m y  of Social 
Sciences
Dr. bun 乂ai -sen: A Great 
Par rior and National Hero
P r o f . N a n - » h e n g  Zhang 
Vic e - P r e s i d e n t  of G u a n gdong  
Provincial A c a d e m y  of Social 
Sciences
Dr. Sun Yai-sen's T h o u g h t s  on 
the M o d e r n i z a t i o n  of Chj na
27/11/86 Mr. Y u k - c h e u n g  C h a n  
H.K. Radio
R e l a t i o n s h i p  Be t w e e n  Public 
Af f a i r s  Programme In Radio 
and So c i e t y
4 /12/86 Dr. Slu- c h e u n g  C h o w  
Ne w s p a p e r  Columnlsr
A bandonment of T e l e v i s i o n 9
12/2/87 Mr. Suen-kal Cheng 
Executive C o m m i t t e e  Member 
of F e l l o w s h i p  of Evangelical 
Students
S eeking the Tr u t h
19/2/87 Ms. W a i - y l n  Tsang
Senior R e p o r t e r  of Hong Kong
Dally N e w s ;
1985 T en O u t s t a n d i n g  y〇 unjt 
Person (Hong Kong)
1984 T en O u t s t a n d i n g  Young 
Pers o n  (World)
Student Movement In China
5/3/87 Mr. M an-sau Y ip  
C o u n s e l l o r  of the B r e a k ­
through Ltd.
The Road of G r owth
26/3/87 Mr. Shun-wai Lee
Central and W e s t e r n  District
Board Member;
Adm i n i s t r a t i v e  Secret ary of 
the Hong Kong Af f a i r s  
Society
The* Public S e c u r i t y  O r d i nance  
1986
2/A/87 Ms. Wa i - y i n  Tsang
Senior R e p o r t e r  of Hong Kong
Dally N e w s ;
1985 T en O u t s t a n d i n g  Young 
Person (Hong Kong)
198A T en O u t s t a n d i n g  Young 
Pers o n  (World)
My Way
121
9/4/87 Mr. SI icon Suk-kei Hau 
Manag i n g  Dire c t o r  of Student 
Travel Bureau
Student T r a v e 】
*•0.4/87 Mr. S o n g - J a n  Weng 
R e ader J n the Department of 
Government and Public 
A d m i n i stration, The C hinese  
U n i v e r s i t y  of Hong Kong
P o J j lies and Ethics
14/5/87 Mr. C h u n - y a n  Ho 
Solicitor;
A dviser of G e n e r a 】 E d u c ation  
Division, L l n g n a n  College; 
V i ce-President of the Hong 
Kong Af f a i r s  Society
The C o n t e m p o r a r y  Political 
Development In Hong Kong
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A P P E N D I X  13






























































































































































































































S U M M A R Y  R E P O R T  O F  ST U D E N T  FI N A N C I A L  
A I D  A N D  S C H O L A R S H I P  A L L O C A T I O N































































































































































































































































































































































SCHOLARSHIPS, BURSARIES & LOANS
American Women's Association of Hang Kong Lt J . 
Scholarshi ps
The Chinese Li r erar ure and Hisrory Scho] ai sh:i ps 
Chuh Young M. 一  Lam Chi n Man Bursary 
Edward T .T . Chan Scholarship
The English and Translation Department aJ Bursary 
Government Interest-free Loans & Grams 
Grantham Maintenance Grants 
Grantham Scholarships
Hong Kong Computer Society Scholarship Fund 
Hong Kong Jockey Club Scholarships 
Hsin Chong - K.N. Godfrey Yeh Education Fund 
Bursarj es
The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and 
Administrators i n Hong Kong Scholarship 
Ki angsu & Chekiang Residents Associations 
Interest-free Loans
Lj Po Chun Charitable Trust Fund Scholarships
Lingnan Club Scholarship
Lingnan Education Organization Bursaries
Lingnan Education Organization Scholarships
Lingnan University Alumni Association (Hong
Kong) Limited Scholarships
Rev. and Mrs. Samue】 Choo Scholarshi ps
Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club Scholarship Fund
Dr. Sun Yat-sen Bursaries (Donated by Chinese
Culture Association)
T.A. Consultants Limited Scholarships
T.H. Ho Bursaries
Wah Kiu Yat Po Bursara es
Wi nsor Education Foundation Interest-free Loans 
Younger Manager C]ub Scholarship 
Younger Manager Club and Barclays Bank Scholar- 
shd p
US$25,000 set up as Edward Chan Memorial 
Scholarship Fund for travelling expenses awarded 
to students and/or members of the teaching 









































































































Community & Social Service 
Governmf ru Service
173 (100%)
SUMMARY OF THE EMPLOYMENT SURVEY 
OF 1986 GRADUATES
Tota] 1986 Graduates & Respondent*s:
Graduates








































275 25 4 237 9
100% 9.1% l.A% 86.2% 3.3%
187 152 1A 2 19


















* Relationship of Job to Major for a]1 Employed 
Graduates：
In Major






* Time Needed for Job Seeking:
Before Graduation 
1-2 months after graduation 
3-4 months after graduation 






* Monthly Salary Range:
Hi gher Dj p] oma Honours Di p]oma
Faculty of Arts
Graduates:
Chi nese $3,000 - 3,499 $1,500 - 5,999
Engli sh $3,000 - 5,499 $2,500 - 2,999
Faculty of Busi ness
Graduates:
ACT $2,000 - 2,499 $2,000 - 6,999
BCS - $2,000 - 7,000
CSA - $2,000 - 3,999
GM $3,500 - 3,999 $2,000 - 3,999
MKT $3,000 - 7,000 $1,499 - 7,000
PM $2,000 - 2,400 $2,500 - 3,999
Faculty of Soci al
Sciences Graduates:
ECO $1,500 - 4,999 $1,500 - 5,499
SOC $4,000 - 4,499 $2,000 - A,999
Faculty of Musi c
Graduates: 
Musi c $5,000 - 5,499
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A P P E N D I X  17
TALKS AND ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED BY 
THE COUNSELLING UNIT
DATES P R OGRAMMES
NO. OF 
P A R T I CIPANTS
2 5 M 86 
n  l1
C a r e e r  Ori ent ar 1 on & Regi st i ai . t，、r •” 
Stud e n t s  (Years 3 ； 4 & 5)
Miss Yo l a n d a  Y o u n g , St udeni Coun s e l l o r
586
2 /10/86 - 
26/11/86
Care e r  E x p l o r a t i o n  Wo r k s h o p s  
3 w o rkshops, 4 hours per w o r k s h o p




S t u d y  Skills W o r kshops 
5 w o rkshops, 4 hours per w o r k s h o p
MlS8 Yo l a n d a  Young, Student Coun s e l l o r
93
31/L0/86 Care e r  Talk: Job S e eking T e c h n i q u e s  Workshop  
Miss Yo l a n d a  Y o u n g , Student Coun s e l l o r
20
11/11/86 C a r e e r  T a l k ： A s s i s t a n t  Asses s o r
Mrs. M.K. L e u n g , Assessor, Revenue 
Department
120
27/11/86 C a r e e r  T a l k ： F urther S t udies & Cor r e s p o q ^ e n c e  
Degree
Miss Yo l a n d a  Young, Student Cou n s e l l o r
33
27/11/86 C a r e e r  Talk: C urrent Development in A c counting 
and Audi t l n g
Mr. David Sun, A r ther Young
76
15/12/86 C a r e e r  Talk: The Role of T e l e c o m m u n j c a t i o n  
In T o d a y’s O f fice A u t o m a t i o n
Mr. David Wong, I n tegrated Business  
Sy s t e m s  Ltd.
45
17/12/86 C a r e e r  Talk: T he Role of Trade U n ions In 
Hong Kong
Mr. P o -lung Leung, C h r i s t i a n  Industrial 
C o m m i t t e e  ( H . K . )
52
18/12/86 Care e r  T a l k ： P r o t e c t i o n ! s m
Mr. T o m  Goetz, Go e t z  Tr a d i n g  L t d .
50
24/2/87 Care e r  T a l k ： Exam i n e r  In Government Audir 
Department
Mr. Peter Wong (Audi tor) & M r . J ackson 
Young (Senior Examiner)
50
5/3/87 C a reer Talk: A c c o u n t i n g  O f ficer II in G o v e r n ­
ment
Mr. Kai-tong Leung, Senior Trea s u r y  
Accountant
67
10/3/87 R ecruitment T a l k ： A c c o u n t i n g  Assistant 
Mr. David Lee, L I ( Tang, C h e n  & Co.
50
12/3/87 C a r e e r  Talk: Legal A i d s  - Its Role & Function 
M r s . P am Baker, Legal Aids Department
19
19/3/87 C a r e e r  Talk: T he C oncept of Total Ilealrh 
Dr. John Hsuen, V i c e - P resident. Hong 
Kong A d v e r t 1st Hospital
30
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19/3/87 R e cruitment T a l k ： Dah Ch o n g  Hon^ Ltd. 
Mr. W.Y. Lee, Personnel Manager
72
2 4/3/87 Recruitment T a l k ： Sales & Market i ng Exec u t i v e s  
Mr. Frankie K l o w  K im Yoon, Sales &
M a r k eting Manager, El e c t r o l e u x  (Far 
East) Ltd.
26/3/87 C a r e e r  T a l k ： M e m b e r s h i p  O r i e n t a t i o n  of 
C h a r t e r e d  Institute Management Accounrant s 
(CIMA)
Jlr. J u lian Leung & Peter L e u n g , 
Presidents, C I M A
23
25 & 26 & 27 
/3/87
C a r e e r  T a l k ： J ob Seeking T e c h n i q u e s  Work s h o p  
Miss Y olanda Young, Student C o u n s e l l o r
43
4/4/87 C a r e e r  Talk: Busi n e s s  S uccess Vs Academic 
S uccess - What to Ad d  to My Degree to 
M u l t i p l y  M y  Success
Mr. Scott L u m s d a l n e , P a t r i c k  M. C o rner  
& A s s o c i a t e s
35
16/4/87 V isitation: Police T r a i n i n g  School 20
29/4/87 Recrui t m e n t  T a l k ： Assistant Immigr a t i o n  
O fficer
Mr. S.C. L e e ( Senior I m m i g r a t i o n  Officer, 
Immigr a t i o n  Department
50
30/4/87 C a r e e r  T a l k ： J ob O p p o r t u n i t i e s  w j r h  China 
Trade
Mr. T h o m a s  Gordman, Director, China 
C o n s u l t a n t s  I n t e rnational H.K. Ltd.
22
1/5/87 C a r e e r  T a l k ： Jo b  S eeking T e c h n i q u e s  W o r k s h o p  
Miss Yo l a n d a  Young, Student C o u n s e l l o r
15
6/5/87 R ecruitment T a l k ： Audit Staff
Mr. B.D. Hickman, Personnel Director, 
P e a t , Marwick, Mltchell & Co.
50
8/5/87 Recruitment T a l k ： Ch i n e s e  Lang u a g e  Of f i c e r  II 
Ms. V i v i a n  Loo, Ch i n e s e  Lang u a g e  Division, 
Government Secretariat
17
14/5/87 C a r e e r  T a l k ： P o s t - S e c o n d a r y  Graduate  
Employment R e g i s t r a t i o n
Ml ss H.F. L e u n g , Labo u r  Officer, Labour 
Department
6
22/5/87 Recruitment: Talk: Ma r k e t i n g  E x e cutives  
Mr. W.C. Mak, D e p u t y  General Manager, 













- Or i e nv a r i o n  C^mp '86
Policy C o n s u l i a t i o n
Meeti ng
- Annua] GeneraJ  Meet i ng 
- S t u d e n t s '  Union Week 
- Text book E x h i b i t i o n
- China Week 
- C i v i l  Education Week 
- Inter-department Debate 
Competi ti on 
- Blood Donation Day 
- Singing Contest 
- Inter-departmentaJ Volley Ball 
Compet i tri on
- Chinese Li teratirre and History 
Fortni ght
- Seminar: ’’The Phi H i  ppi nes: 
Past, Present and Future"
- Seminar: "The Impact of Hong 
Kong University’s Structural 
Change on the Hong Kong 
Educational System'*
- Variety Show
一  Essays Competition 
- Sports Day 
- Christinas Ba]]
- Inter-departmentaJ Football 
Competi ti on
- Students* Festiva] 187 
- Inr er-departmenta] Basket ba]] 
Competi ti on
--Book Exhibition 
- B]ood Donaiion Day 
- SenrJnar: "The R〇]e of Hong Kong 
in Inr ernat i ona] Business Devel op- 
men t of China”
- Seminar: "Economic and Trade 
Relations Between Hong Kong 
and Chi na"
April 1987 - Caricature Display: MInt er- 
nationa] Personali r i es in 
Cari catures"
May 1987 - Hong Kong Week 
- Civil Education Week 
- Chess Competition 
- Annual Genera] Meeting
July 1987 - Curriculum Exhibition 
- The Revi ew of Hong Kong's 
Political System and the 
Future Democracy Exhibition
August 1987 - 3 r d  New Dimensions of Lingnan 
College Exhibition - "A Score 
of Years - Lingnan Marks Its 
New Era•’
一 China - Hong Kong - Macau Joint 
Post-Secondary College Exhibitior|
September 1987 - Orientation Camp ' 87
October 1987 - Textbook Exhibition 
- College Policy Consultation 
Meeti ng
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A F P E N M X  19
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
Oct ober 1986
Prof . ^St ephen  ̂ H a  H  y ；̂ UniS/iprsTi y -of i
Prof . Xi-qi Chen, Depart menr Abf oiry/ ̂ Zhang^han
Universit y
P r o f . Guo-xing J i , Direct  or of  Department- of  As ian  
S t u d i e s , Shangltal^ 1 :r f f s t i fd T ^  j8 8 f  ' i W b n a  1 
S t u d i e s
P r o f . Lei Z h a n g , V i c e - D i r e c t o r ; and P r o f . .'Nan- 
sheng Z h a n g , V i c e - P r e s i d e n t ; Gu a n g d o n g  Provincial 
A c a d e m y  of Social Sciences
Noveiriber 1986
Dj Sector; [Prof . Gtio-hua y^ang
Xu of Hari^ n Shi pbuj Idj ng
to 1 won iio1bao.i Biri -s 。
A
Prof. Xian-qin Meng, President； and Prof. Shi- 
rong Weng, Dean of Faculty of Arts; " Shanghai 
University
Prof. Qiang Lei, Associate Prof esao.r . and Deĵ uf y 
Director of Economics Department ; ah'a-Frbx^ ^iiang 
ZhonR of Zhongshan Universit y
P r o f .  San-ru :  Dggg； 
and P r o f :  Wei -cJe' 
Engj neeri  ng I n s t j  tut
0 . (jdO 【sV iH B i
P W f 1 ^h^h^V1 P ro f^ so r^  1'of " I n s j i ltTyt e
of Computing Technology, ' Cliiriese ^^ca^einy of 
Sciences and Vice-President of t.he Chinese C〇.mouter 
Feder&r tfbri
^ y 818 r a r y 14 a nciJ A rector;
Mr. Ju -chang Li and M s . Y a n  jun Sun of t Cliin^se




Prof. John F. Hulpke, Director, Institute for 
International Business Development, Eastern 
Washington University
Dr. Paul E. Clark, Dean of School of Education; 
and Mr. Kevin S. Fagg, Dean of School of Business', 
Capricornia Institute, Australia
Prof. Wen-tong Xie of Zhongshan University
A group of si x Consultants: Dr. Wj llj am D. Car-
michael, former Professor of Management, currently 
Vi ce-Presj dent f Developing Country Programme, 
Ford Foundation; Prof. Gregory C . Chow, Professor 
of Economi cs at Prj nceton Uni versj ty； Prof. Susan
Dev, former Professor of Accountj ng at the London 
School of Economics; Prof. Brian Lofts, OBE, 
JP, Professor of Zoology at the Unj versj ty of 
Hong Kong and member of the Education Commi ssj on; 
Prof. Davj d Pollard, Professor of Chj nese Studies 
at the London School of Ori ental and Afrj can 
Studj es； and the Hon. Hard a Tam Waj Chu, OBE, 
JP, Barrister, and member of the Education Coramj s- 
sj on, Executive Counc j 1 and Legislative Council
January 1987
Dr. Nelson Nee, Vice-President; and Mr. Robert 
Dunn, Legal Adviser； United States International 
University, San Diego
Prof. Jia-kang Ye, President； Prof. You-hai Wei, 
Vice-President； and Prof. Zhen-le Wang, Chairman 
of Department of Management; Wuyi University
Prof. Xie-hua Wang, East: China Normal University
Mr. Shi-qui Xiong, Director of Shanghai Higher 
Educarion Enrolment Commitree, Executive Office
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Mr. De-1i ang Ye, Head of Examj nat j on Affairs 
Sect i on, Shanghai Educar i ona] Cent re, Executive 
Office
February 1987
Aj r Commodore C . L . Godwin, A.F.C., Vj ce-Prj nci pa] 
of St. Godrj c 's Col 1ege, London
A group of twent y Brj tj sh academics: Ms. A. Ford 
(Sheffield Unj versj ty), Mrs. S . PeterkJ n (Brighton 
Polytechnj c ), Mr. J.E.G . Whj re (Wolverhampton Poly- 
technj c), Dr. G. Bremble (Oxford Polytechnj c ), 
Mr. George Goldspj nk (Middlesex Polytechnic) ， 
Mr. C.J. Lea (P〇]ytechnj c of CentTal London), 
Mr. G. Coleman (Port smourh Polytechnic), Mr. Davj d 
Prd or (dnj versj ry of Lj verpool), Dr. Peter Reed 
(QMC), Mr. Rjchard Allard (QMC), Mr. P.J. Robins 
(Loughborough Unj v Tech), Dr. J .A. Ogden (Unj ver­
sj ty of Reading), Mr. R.D.W. Betts (University 
of Reading), Mr. C. Roberts (Polytechnjc of Wales), 
Mr. M. Crouch (Polytechnic of Wales), Mr. G. Low 
(York Unj versj ry), Dr. K.G. Stagg (U C Swansea), 
Mr. G. Hubert (Manchester Polyrechnj c ), Mr. C .S . 
Ri 1 ey, and Dr. J . Hannah (Unj versj t y of Edinburgh)
Mr. Warwj ck Price, Lj brari an of Huddersfj eJ d Po]y- 
rechnj c and Secretary of COPOL.
Mr. Jing-wei Ji, Deputy Librarian; Ms. Mei-ling 
Liang and Ms. Jin-yao Huang, Zhongshan University
Mr. Robert Gaff, President' ; and Mr. Louis Wong, 
Regist rar; Hong Kong Society of Accountant s
Mr. Denis Poncet , Radio Francf
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April 1987
Mr. John R. Hoilwey, Deputy Director of No!hern 
London Polytechnic
May_ 1987
Mr. Roger Garcia, District Officer; Miss Carmen 
Chiu, Assistant District Officer; Mr. W.K. Tsang, 
External Relations Officer; and Miss Margaret 
Cheung, Liaison Officer; Wanchai District Office
Mr. C .G. Estrada, Senior Executive Officer, Hong 
Kong Examinations Authority
Dr. Hall F. Duncan, Ambassador of goodwill and 
friendship for the State of Arkansas of the United 
States
Mr. Kevin S. Fagg, Dean of School of Business, 
Capricornia Institute, Australia
Prof. Matthew P.L. Wai, Former Associate Professor, 
Nanyang University, Singapore, The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong and Hong Kong Baptist 
College
Mrs. Anthea Rose, Under Secretary; and Mr. Michael 
Sleigh, Overseas Relations Secretary; Chartered 
Association of Certified Accountants
Sister Agnes and Sister Joan Toomey, Marykno】】 
sisters
June 1987
Mr. John Barnet t , Head of Publications and Infor­
mal ion Cent re of t ht Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and D；-vf iopment (OECD)
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Mr. Y.K. Lau, Senior Information Officer; and 
Mr. Yuen-rung Ho, Information Officer; Hong Kong 
Government
Mr. Alan F. Fox, Director for Master's Programnur 
in Accounting and Finance, University of Stirling, 
Scot 1 and
Prof. Mohe Zhu, Head of lnrernai ionaJ Academic 
Exchange Programs； and Prof. Rugui Shen, Director 
of Scientific Research Office； Zhongshan University
Mrs. Karin Pang, Education Page Editor, Wah Kiu 
Yat Po
July_J987
Mr. D. Hogan, Secretary; and Mr. C . G. Estrada, 
Senior Executive Officer； Hong Kong Examinations 
Authority
Mr. Roestandi, Consulate General of Indonesia
August 1987
Dr. Nelson Nee, Vice-President; Mr John R. Walker, 
School of Hospitality Management; and Dr. & Mrs. 
DeMyer; United States International Universit*y, 
San Diego
Mi. Yihuai Yang, General Manager： *and Mr Xizhu 
Song, Chief of Personnel Office, Beijing Pesonnel 
Service Corporation for Diplomaric Mission
Mr. Bingsheng Wang, Deputy Direct or; and Ms. Wei 
Kong, Chief of Secrion； Training Cenrre of Beijing 
Diplomatic Service Bureau
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Mr. Kar-kuj Yu, President of the Taxation Institute 
of Hong Kong
Mr. Ka-kau Tsang, Chaj rman； Mr. Sju-ming Chan, 
member of the Promotion Sub-commj tree; and Ms. 
Anj ta Cheung, Executive Admj nj srrator; Assocj arj on 
of the Institute of Chartered Secrer ar1 es and 
Admj nj strat ors j n Hong Kong
September 1987
Mr. John Frazer, Chjef Secretary of the British 
Councj1 for Natj ona] Academj c Awards (CNAA)
Prof. Qj mao Chen, Presi dent of the Shanghaj 
Instj tute of Internatj onal Studj es
Mr. David Lewis, Executive Dj rector P〇] j cy and 
Resources of the Mj nj st ry of Education of Western 
Australj a
Mr. J.W.F. Mackj nnan and Ms. Sue Anne Macknay, 
Managers of Western Australj a EXIM Corporation
Mr. Alan Davj son, Professor of Accounting and 
Fj nance at Murdock University, Western Australj a
Mr. W.C. Chan, Deputy Secretary, Hong Kong Examj na- 
tjons Authority
Mjss Maureen Carr, Edj tor of Student Extra Pub]j ca- 
tj on, Hong Kong Standard
Mrs. Audrey M. Mars and Mrs. Adrj enne B. Mars, 
frj ends of an alumnus of Lingnan University
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